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FOR WOW SMALLPDX IN TRIgirtwBevagiajeEr NOT SETTLED FACT
AND WOMEN ONLY
SECRETARYI M'CORMACK
THREATENS QUARANTINE

Much That Every Woman Desires to
Know About Sanative, Antiseptic
Cleansing and the Care of the
Skin, Scalp, Hair, and Hands.

Everybody

Must

be

Vacci-

Too much stress cannot be placed
on the great value of Cuticura Soap,
Ointment, and Pills in the antiseptic cleansing of the mucous surfaces, and of the blood and circulating
fluids, thus affording pure, sweet, and
economical local and constitutional
treatment for weakening ulcerations,
inflammations, itchings, irritations,
relaxations, displacements, pains, and
irregularities peculiar to females.
Hence the Cnticurs remedies have a
wonderful influence in restoring
health, strength, and beauty to weary
women, who have been prematurely
aged and invalided by these distressing ailments, as well as such sympathetic afflictions as anxmia, chlorosis,
hysteria, and nervousness.
Women from the very first have
fully appreciated the purity and sweetness, the power to afford immediate
relief, the certainty of speedy and
permanent cure, the absolute safety
and great economy which have Made
Cuticura the standard humour remedy of the civilized world

•

Not Be Maintained Without Aid From
Citizens.

CASTORIA

900 pimps

For Infante and Children.

The Kind You Have
Always Bought

Team Carl

nated.—Claims Disease

Spread From Here.

WHAT CUTICURA
DOES FOR WOMEN

THAT HOPKINSVILLE WILL
BE IN K. I. T.

Why is it Better? Because it makes the
clothes whiter and cleaner. Because you save
half in cost—a Sc package makes a FULL
QUART. You pay ten cents for as much
of other Bluing. Try It; Let it To-Der
Sold by all grocers. Ask for It; take no other.
Full Sample package by mail,Scents.

"Unless evi.ry man, woman end
child in Trigg county is vaccinated
The IhnerIcan Pharmacal Co.,
within ten days I shall declare that
Evansville, Indiana.
county under a nonintercoto se quar- No.
antine," said Dr. J. N. McCormack,

On account of the bad weather
nothing much has been done locally
in reference to definite arrangements
fora ball team tor the coming season. Two new players, Neighbors,

AVegetable PreparationforAsSiMllating the Food andRegWaling the Stomachs and Bowels of
iNtAN IS

Bears the
Signature
of

HILDIILN

Promotes Digestion.Cheerruiness and Rest.Contains neither
ppium,Morplane nor Mineral.
NOT ISTAH.0 OTIC.

Dies From a Cancer.
secretary of the state board of health,
of Ripley. Tenn., and Weiterwood,
at the Galt House last night. He was
News has been received here of the of Newport, Ind., have been signed,
on his way to his home in Bowling
death of Frank Torian, formerly of and both are said to be fast outfieldGreen, after visiting Cadiz, where he
this city, which occurred at Dickson, ers and good hitters. Correspondmade a public speech and gave the
Tenn. Death was caused by cancer ence has also been had with "Tacks"
citizens ten days to make themof the stomach. He was seventy-. Parrott, formerly with the Nashville
selves immune from the disease,
one years old and has three brothers Southern league team, and Wagner,
which has reached the proportions
and many other relations in this city. of Louisville, in regard to one of
Apetfecl Remedy for COnstipaof an epidemic in that county.
Ron,Sour StOtnach ,Diarrhoea
these men/ managing the team this
"There are seventy cases in the
Worms,Convulsions,FeverishDeserved Popularity.
year. Parrott is a good man with
ness and Loss OF SLEEP.
county," said Dr. McCormack, "and To cure constipation and liver trouseveral years' experience in profesfour deaths have resulted in the last bles by gently moving the bowels
Far Simile Signature of
atonal ball in fast leagues and would
few weeks. The disease has been and acting as a tonic to the liver
aelif!fr
448.
the
for
doubtless prove a good man
carelessly handled, and at present take Little Early Risers. Therm faNEW YORK.
mous little pills are mild, pleasant place. Wagner is said to also be a
the situation is extremely alarming.
1 Bo 111.1111111% "id
and harmless, but effective and sure. good man and one who has had exOther counties are threatened, and Their universal use for many years
NI 1 .•
perience in managing teams in the
the time has come for positive and is a strong guarantee of their popuTexas league. His team has always
immediate action. Caldwell county larity and usefulness. Sold by R. C
Cured by Cuticura.
DCACT COPY OF WRAPPER,
been one of the leaders. it is probHardwick.
/ suffered five years with a terrible is especially endangered and all the
41a..
manwill
men
these
of
•
one
that
able
itching eczema, my body and face being covered with sores. Never in my other surrounding counties are also
age the local team during the comElect Committeemen.
life did I experience such awful suffer- in danger. The disease in Trigg
ing, and I longed for death, which I
ing season.
felt was near. I had tried doctors and county 18 most prevalent among the
(From Friday's Daily)
While all this is being done and
medicines without success, but my better class of people and has been
Hopkineville
The
has deposited her guarfour
precincts which failed to
mother insisted that I try Cuticura.
I felt better after the first application spreading rapidly.
elect Democratic county committee- autee of $200 it is not yet a settled
of Cuticura Ointment, and was soon
"We realize that a quarantine is a
men at the regular time held elec- fact that this city will be represententirely well. Mrs. A. Etson, Belleserious thing for the business of a
TIME CARD.
vue, Mich.
,, Effective April 10th.
tions
Thursday, which resulted as ed by a team, for as yet no subscripCuticurs Row, Moment,.d .
1 111. are sold throughout
to
not
and
dewish
county,
we
do
NORTH.
SOUTH.
81okor4d. Potter 1/nts At Chem Corp ,bostuu,SolePropk
follows: Longview, W. W. Garrott; tion has been taken and without gen- No 62 St Louis Express
gIrSetod for A Book tor Women."
$9.41 a in No 61 St Louie Express
6.18ra
clare It unless we find it absolutely
Howell, Fagan Dixon; East Crofton, erous help from the citizens the No 64 St Louis Fast Mail 10:20 p in 'No 68 St Louis Fast Mail .6:40 a n
necessary to do so. I found the promNo
42
Chicago
and
New
'
No
93
Chicago and New
W. W. Davenport; Bluff Springs, team will not have sufficient backOrleans Limited
5.40 a In
Orleans Limited
inent citizens and merchants willing
12:01 an
David H. Smith.
ing to carry it through the season. No Ea Hopkinsville Accorn _8:45 p in No 66 HopkineviDe Acoom .8:40 an
to do everything in their power. I
*Does
#ot
stop
be
probably
Snnscription lists will
Nos 12 and 64 connect at St Louie for all points west.
called a meeting in the courthouse
(Special to New Era.)
Poisons in Food
started within a few days and as the
No 61 connects at Guthrie for Memphis line points as far south as Eris
afternoon
Wednesday
and
explained
Perhaps
you
don't
and
fok Louisville, Cincinnati and the east.
realize
that baseball spirit seems to be' deeper
WASHINGTON, Feb. 24.—Repre
Nos. 63 and 65
sentative Kehoe (Ky.) has intro- to a large representative gathering many pain poisons originate in the this year than either of the two pre- eirmati and ail make direct connection at Guthrie for Louisville, Cu
points north and east thereof. Nos 68 and 66 also comma
duced a resolution for an investiga- what would have to be done. A vote food, but some day you may feel a ceding seasons it is not thought that for Memphis and way points.
twinge of dyspepsia that will conNo. 92 rune through te Chicago and will not mut'
'
,passengers to point.'
tion by the department of commerce was taken. and it was unanimously
vince you. Dr. King's New Life there will be any trouble on this south of Evansville, also carries through sleepers to St. Louis.
decided
to
comply
with
all
my
sugNo.
93 through sleepers to Atlaiita, Macon, Jacksonville, St. Augustine
and labor as to the cause of the difPills are guaranteed to cure all sick- score.
all I Tampa, Fla, Also Pullman sleepers to New Orleans. Connects a
ference between the price of leaf to- ge.stione and have everyone vacci- ness due to poisons of uridigested
Guthrie for points east and West.
bacco and the manufactured article, naLd if I would extend the time ten food—or money back 26c at L.
The Pneumonia Season.
J, C. HOOE' Ag
Elgin's and Ray & Fowler's drug
*specially in Kentucky, Ohio and days. This I did. The fiscal court stores. Try them.
Coughs and colds in children as well
as adults are frequently dangerous
Tennessee, and whether tie- same is then held a meeting and put every
•
at this season of the year, and a little
Adjudged a Lunatic.
due to a trust or combination in the physicine in the county at work vacmuch
save
may
how
precaution
form of a conspiracy in restraint of cinating the inhabitants. I have just
expense. KenJohn Martin, a negro who wee trouble, worry and
trade. It is desired to know what received an order for 1,(8)0 more vacnedy's Laxative Honey and Tar. a
It's 10 to 1 you do if kou are a victim
frightening people out on tile Rusof malaria.
bat, caused the low price of leaf to- clue points and they already had a
combined cough and cold cure—a
sellville pike and who was arrested new scientific discovery in medicine
Don't Do It. Itd
' Dangerous.
bacco, and whether there is any cor- large supply on hand.
"The disease clinic originally to by citizens and brought here to jail, —is a certain cure for coughs, colds,
v, , 11 admit it will cute malaria, but it. leaves
1
poration or joint stock company en1.11 1\ i,;:„.
almost deadly after effects.
was tried in circuit court yesterday croup, whooping cough, etc. The
gaged in handling tobacco, whether Trigg county from Christian county,
out of
cleared
are
colds
coughs
and
afternoon and adjudged a lunatic and
such company uses the boycott or which was practically in the same
the system by gently moving the
sent to the asylum at Hopkineville.—
condition
three
months
ago.
lint
in
blacklist in its purchases or has takbowels, anti at the same time the
Bowling Green Times-Journal.
throat, chest, lungs and bronchial
en any measures to prevent compe- that county everyone was vaccinatLa purely vegetable.ann nieolutoly giliarantneed
tubes are so strengthened that there
=
t
he, .
bi io
`o cure malaria, sickciyhe
tition. The resolution requires a full ed and the situation was relieved."—
18 little probability of danger. KenThat
Tickling
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Throat.
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amid
Journal.
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investigation of such corporation or
One minute after taking One Minute
TRY IT TO-DAY.
pleasant to take. Contains no opiJoint stock company.
r 4
:
1
Cough Cure that tickling in the
Hardwick.
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ates.
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All Druggists. 'I
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50
Itch—Ringworm.
throat is gone. It acts lu the throat
With reference to his resolution,
I..
E. T. Lucas. Wiugo, Ky., writes —not
the stomach. Harmiese—geod
Representative Kehoe says:
Snlel by Ray a Po ler and L. L. Elgin
April 26th, 1902: "For 10 to 12 years for
children. Sold by R.C.Hard wick.
''The purpose of my resolution is I had been afflicted with a malady
_
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the same with reference to the oper- known as the 'itch.' The itching was
•.. —
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fill
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WHITE'. CREAM
ation of the American Tobacco Com- most unbearable; I had tried foi
The Kind You Hoe Alwiys Bough!
years to find relief, having tried all Bears the
pany as was embodied In the recent
Hipsters
WORMS1
.24,097:1z4,„
remedies I could hear of, besides a
Will Be Run at Churchill
In 1 otoottte. — 11,1 in Q.Iallti.
of
resolution passed by the House with number of doctors.
—
I wish to state
—
Tenth.
May
Downs
reference to tbe operations of the that one single application of Bal.
EIS •Z:* X-.1a 3F3lr .m.x..i.7::1 XI- 117 C-g• Cgl• X El r.1"IS•
lard's Snow Liniment cured me comStandard Oil Company in Kansas.
P
"Pami bY-----"•°‘
JA ES F. BALLARD, St. Louis.
The Kentucky derby will be run at
.........,,,..•••••mes,"W^I•
•••,••••••••••m ----,---,......—„--..........--"Before the organization of the pletely and permanently. Since than
I have used the liniment on two sepSold by Ray W. Fowler andL. L. Elgin
Churchill Downs on Wednesday af'tobacco trust Kentucky, Tennessee
Max Sable, of Moscow,Russia, has
arate occasions for ring worm and It
ternoon, May 10. •
and Ohio leaf tobaccos were easily cured completely. 25c, 60 and
$1.00 arrived in the city and will make his
The Nashville meeting will open
sold at from 12 to 20 cents per pound, bottle. Sold by Ray At Fowler and L.
home with H. Bohn. Mr. Seble is
April 20 and close May 2.
and thousands of our citizens found L. Elgin.
iz2 years old and has been in the
•
Lexington will open on May 2 and
profitable employment in the handlituesian army.
continue for six days, after which
ing, buying and selling, while the Cures Blood and Skin DisAfter serving eighteen month in
eases, Itching Humors,
the meeting at Churchill Downs will
various markets were crowded with
the ranks and not being in sympathy
Successor to Golay dt Blame. Cor. 7th di Vir. Sts.
Eczema, Scrofula, Etc.
start. It Las not as yet been decided
buyers; but this condition has enSend no money—simply write and with the war against Japan, and behow many days of racing the Louistirely changed since the trust came try Botanic. Blood Balm at our exing unwilling to shoot down the
ville association will have, but it is
upon the scene. For the past few pense, A personal trial of Blood
Bala] is better than a thousand prin- strikers who were uprising in MosFor a nice drive, up-to-date igs and courteous attention give
probable that only sixteen days will
years our tobaccos have sold for from ted testimonials, so don't hesitate to
cow, he decided to leave Russia for a
me a call. Hack service for th city—meeting all trains. Funebe taken. The turf representatIves
5 to 10 cents a pound, not enough to write for a free sample.
ral and wedding parties a spec lty. Home phone 1313, Cumber
If you suffer from ulcers, eczema, free country. He and two other
have agreed that Col. Winn can
warrant its production while there scrofula, blood poison, cancer,
eating soldiers deserted the army. While
land phone 32. I will be glad o have all my friends give me
sores, itching skin, pimples, boils,
have as many days as he desires, but
is virtually but one buyer.
their patronage.
bone pains, swellings, rheumatism, attempting to cross the frontier they as Louisville will have a fall meetcatarrh, or any blood or skin disease, were fired upon :by Cossack guards.
ing, it is likely tnat the races will
Howard Brame,
HopKinsville, Hy.
Certain Cure for Chiblains. we /Mitosis you to take Botantc Blood
Shake into your shoes Allen's Foot Beim (B. B. B.) Especially recom- Both of his companions were instant- come to an end on May 27.
Ease, a powder. It cures Chiblains, mended for old, obstinate,deep-seat- ly killed and he narrowly escaped, Give Your Stomach a Rest. j
ed cases of malignant blood or skin many bullets flying about him.
Frostbites, Damp,Sweating Swollen, diseases, because
Botanic Blood
Your food rtust be properly digested
•
feet. At all druggists and shoe Balm (B B B) kills the poison
in the
Are You Restless at Night and assimilated to be of any value to E. B. LONG,
stores, 26c.
W. T. T • DY,
JAS A YOUNG,Jr
4w
blood, cures where all else fails,heals
•
every sore, makes the blood pure and And harassed by a bad cough? Use you. If year stomach .is weak or I
Pres.
Cash
er.
Asst. Cashier
rich, gives the skin the rich glow of Ballard's Horehound Syrup, it will diseased take Kodol Dyspepsia Cure.
health. B B B, the most perfect secure you sound sleep and effect a It digests what you eat and gives the
' Catarrh and Hay Fever.
Liquid Cream Balm is becofning blood purifier made. Thoroughly prompt and radical cure. 25e, 50csand stdmach a rest, enabling it to recutested for 39 years. Costs el per large
The GIFT
quite as popular in many localities bottle at drug stores. To -prove it $1.00. Sold by Ray di Fowler and L. perate, take on new life and grow
Elgin.
sttiong again.
Kodol
as Ely's Cream Balm solid. It is cures, sample of Blood Balm sent L.
sour
cures
stomach, gas, bloating, heart palpiprepared for used in atomizer's, and free by writing Blood Balm Co., At
tation and all digestive disorders.
lents.
Ga.
Describe
trouble
and
free
is highly prized by those who have
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
medical advice sent in sealed letter.
been aecustotned to call upon physi- $10111.This is an honest offer—medics
Capital
$60,000.00
cians are using and prescribing it. cine sent at once, prepaid. Sold by
Gish
ez
israrner's
Wild Goose LiniFor
Infants
and
iii•plus
and
Children.
Undivideid
Harewick.
C.
Profits--$70,000.00
R.
All the medicinal properties of the
ment cures rheumatism and neuralgia. TOUCHES THA SPOT. At all
celebrated Cream Balm are containThe surplus of this beta( is larger than that of all other
40 -AL
•Jr C:e Fft. X
Iruggists.
.
deodwtf
ad in the liquid form, which is 75
Banks in Christian county combined and in proportion to Capital ranks
Iho Kind You Hoe Always BouglI
•••••...
Bears the
eta. including a spraying tube. All Bears the
druggists, or by mail. Ely Brothers, iligneters
cods, Dyspepsia GUI% among the first in the State of Kentuoky. Every dollar of this surplus has
Signature of
been earned, indicating the success and strength of this institution,
I
MI Warreo St., New York.
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Soft
Harness

71000 CONVERSIONS't HANDS
REVIVAL clW

You COO make your bar
ne-/a as soft as a glove
and as tough as wire by
men; EUREKA liarOil. Yon eau
[oaka it
lengthen Ilta
last twice an ic•If• MS
ordinarily would,

BIC LOUISVILLE
ENDED SUNDAY.

EUREKA

Many of the Churches Will
Continue the Work

flees

••••

HOW MANY

)

Harness Oil

makes& poor looking barPeel like new. Made of
pure. heavy bodied oll. ea, peelally prepared to with/ etand the weather.
Poll everywhere
In cans—ad mice..

/

i Made by STANDARD OIL Cu.

Indefinitely.

(Special to New Era.)
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Feb 27—The
Louisville religious revival, started
two weeks ago, came to an end yes-

HAD PISTOL DUEL

do you suppose dip
into that bulk coffee
beiore you buy it?

Lion
Coffee

comes in sealed, airtight packages; no
chance for handling,
or dirt or things to
get in.
Clean, Fresh and Fragrant.
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COMMITTEE.

Large Attendance.—A Subcommittee Will Canvass
the Situation.

(From Monday's Daily)
Democratie committee of
Christian county held a harmonious
meeting this morning in the city
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The citizen of Pembroke
will hold a tock sale at

Pembroke, Saturday, March 4

and each Saturdity before the first
Monday in every month. There will
be Southern buyers present, also Veterinary Surgeon. The city council of
Pembroke will reserve a street for
the sales.
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CATARRH
In all its stages.

Ely's Cream Balm
heals

cleanses,soothes and
the dineaaed membrane.
It cure.catarrh and driver
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quickly.
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medleteandacurufotlowl. It Is not
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and have the dog with each package. Call arid let us play over a
few selectionB for you on our machine and se what you think of it.
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-..-_-Let go or die. That's the alternative OF CIRCUIT COURT
of the shipwrecked man with the money
CAN TODAY.
bags. A great many people have a like
alternative before them. Itiisint\ss men
come to a point where the doctor tells
them that they must "let go or die."
Probably he a•Ivised a sea voyage or
mountain air. There's an obstinate
cough that won't be shaken off. The Crand Jury Impaneled and
lungs are weak and perhaps bleeding.
Charged.-Docket Is
There Is emaciation and other symptoms
of disease. which If unskilfully or impropHeavy.
consumption.
terminate
in
treated
erly
Thousands of men and women in a like
healing
complete
condition have found
by the use of Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery.
"IL gives me pleasure to send you this
(From Monday's Daily.)
testimonial so that some other poor sufferer
may be saved. as I was. by Dr. Pierce's
court convened this mornCircuit
Golden Medical Discovery." writes Geo. A.
Thompson. of Sheldon Ave..('hatliam. Ont. ing for the February term of six
Canada. ^1 had a cough for years, expectorated • great deal, and was slowly failing. weeks. 'rite session was opened with
weight

Wee losing flesh every day. Lost In
from MO pounds down to 125. My flesh got
soft and I had no strength. Did not say anything to any one but made up my mind that
the end was not far off. One day my wife
was reading in the 'Common Sense Medical
Adviser' about Or. Pierce's Golden Medical
Discovery. and I said, that sounds more like
common sense than anything else that I had
heard. I at once bought a bottle of your
famous remedy and before I had taken halt
of one bottle I felt better. Took thirteen
bottles and It made a new man of me. I
gained sixteen pounds and over have had a
cough since. I feel splendid and give all the
m•edit to your medicine."

prayer by Rev. H. C. Beckett, of the
Universalist church. Judge Thos.
P. Cook, of Murray, is presiding.
The grand jury was impaneled as followe: R. C. Gary, W. H. Anderson,
J. A. Hail, J A. Dollins, Gaither

END CAME SUDDENLY
Holly Springs, Miss., March 24, 1903.
SUNDAY NICHT.
While building railroads in Tennessee
some twelve years ago a number of hands
contracted fever and various forms of
blood and skin diseases. I carried S. S.S.
in my commissary and gave it to my hands One of City's Most Popular
with most gratifying results. I can recommend S. S. S. as the finest preparation for
and Successful Yourg
Malaria, chills and fever, as well as all
Citizens.
blood and skin diseases. W.I. MeGowats.
I suffered greatly from Boils, which
would break out on different parts of my
body. I Saw S. S. S advertised and after
(['row Motiday'a Daily)
using about three bottles I Was cured,
and for the last three years have had no
J. S, M )ore, one of the best known
trouble whatever.
A. W. Zronta.
and most popular young men in the
217 Read St., Evansville, lnd.
city, died suc.denly of heart failure
I began using your S. S. S. probably ten
years ago for Malaria and blood troubles, last night at the residence of Mr. and
and it proved so good that I have coo- Mrs. Eugene Wood. on South Main
tinued ever since using it as a family
remedy. It is a pleasure for me to recom- street, where he made his botne.
mend S. S. S. for the benefit of others
He returned from an extended buswho are needing a first rate blood purifier,
iness trip last Wednesday, and, altonic an cure for Malaria.
Arkansas City, Ark. C. C. HEMINGWAY. though his health had been poor for

Common Sense Medical Adviser 11 sent free on receipt
of stamps to pay expense of
mailing only. The book contains 1008 pages.over 700 Illustrations and several colored
plates, Send 21 one-cent
stamps for the paper-bound
book. or SI stamps for the
Address Dr.
cloth bound.
N V. Pierce. Buffalo, N. Y.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets
cure bad, foul stomach and
eytets11. constipation and so help to cure
nearly every disease of mankind. They regulate, tone up and invigorate
NOmach. Liver and Bowels.

Boils, abscesses, sores, dark or yellow
Henderson, J. W. Williams, Mack
splotches and debility are some of the
Harper, B. C. Foster, J. W. Martin, symptoms of this miserable disease.
Elmo Marquess, R. E. Cox and Tom S.S. S. counteracts and removes from the
blood all impuriHall. Judge Cook's instructions to
ties and poisons
and
builds up the
and
exhaustive,
were
the grand jury
entire system. It is
he called the attention of the memguaranteed a purely vegetable remebers to all crimes and misdemeanors
dy. Write for medcontained in the statutes of Kentucical advice or any
informaspecial
ky.
tion about case.
The docket for the term numbers flie
Swift Specific Company, Atlanta, Ga.
522 cases, one of the largest in 3 ears

LOSS OF MILLIONS

cases where the charge is murder,
and from this they range on down to
the minor infractions of the law and

Given away. The People's

1112/

Among

GREAT

FIRE

RACES

IN

this

number

are

seven

MARCH WEATHER.

Rev. Irl R. Hicks' weather

rogcivil cases. Probably the case in noetications for the month of March
which the most general interest cen- are as follows:

ters is that of Frank Meriwether
Rain and high, winds on and touchand Dick Carney, whose sentences ing the 5th., ending in snow storms
of death were reversed by the court over much of the country to the
(Special to New Era)
of appeals. The attorneys for the northward. 131izzardous conditions
27.-Fire
NEW ORLEANS, Feb.
involving millions of dollars' loss in proseaution secured a stay of execu- may result in the northern sections,
physical property and that strikes a tion for George Holland for the pur- but a rapid reaction to warmer will
NEW ORLEANS

serious, if temporary, blow at the pose of using hint as a witness
Immense export trade of New Or- against these two negroes if he could
leans, swept the river front last night be prevailed upon to repeat his aland wiped out the vast freight ter- leged confession upon the stand. It

of. the docks were injured. Actual 1908-4. The amounts given in the re- immediately following. 'This storm
si• port are those which go to the state period runs from about the 20th to
bte now, though they may exi--d after the clerk has deducted his fee. the 24th. Look for rains and high
The report is as follows:
winds, followed by a March blizzard
16,000000.

estimates of the losses are .

The water works franchise was of.
fared for sa!e at the court house this
afternoon and sold to W. T. Tandy,
representing the Hopkinsville water
company, for $1.00.
Honorable Mention.
On the pit.0 Or boys and girls in
the Sunday Courier Journal a contest department is conducted. A
prise of one dollar and a book are
elven the senders of the first and second correct answers respectively.

Well send

you a sample free upon req,,st.
BOWNE,sou Pearl Street, New York

Sr20

of irk ads not only here but throughout; the state held him in a most affectionate regard. He was a member
of the Christian church of this city.
Hewes a member of the Masonic
lodge and Knights of Pythias. Funeral services will he held tomorrow
afternoon at 2 o'clock at the Christian church and will be conducted
by the pastor, the Rev. H. D. Smith.
The remains will be interred in
Hortwell cemetery.
! Boom In Real Estate.
We have in the last two weeks sold
two large Christian county farms
an r-ree city homes. We are run-

Anderson did all that was possible uing short of real estate, any one
to preserve life, but Mr. Moore was haviing any property for .sale we will
beyond the aid of human remedies. be glad if you will list it with us at
He passed away peacefully.
once as We have several customers
Mr. Moore was in the thirty-fifth who wish to buy now.
some time, he was able to be at his
office. Saturday he had an attack of year of his age and was one of the
Don't forget we represent seven of
acute indigestion, but there Was most successful of Hopkinsville's the largest fire insurance companies
nothing in his condition that caused young men, and there was Lone in be world, our motto is quick and
any alarm. Sunday he remained in more highly esteemed. He was edu- lib ral adjustments of losses.
th ptioaes: office, Cumb. 218,
bed and last night itiout 8:30 o'clock cated in the city schools and at South
1321; residence, Cuusb. 616,
Hotne
Kentucky
college.
Before
reaching
nis mother, Mrs. Naanie Moore and
Hone 1093. J. M. Higgins & Son,
nis Mother, Durrett Moore, who had Ills majority he had made an enviaFire ard Real Estate Agts.
been sitting in his room,left in order ble reputation as a business man. d4t w 2t
that he might go asleep. A few min- He devoted his attention to the inMrs. Baker's Death.
utes later, Dr. E. C. Anderson went surance field, and his capacity won
him excellent positions and rapid
to the door of the room but finding
rs. A. C. Baker died Saturday
promotions with large companies
Mr. Moore lyiug quiet in bed did 'not
afternoon
at 3 o'clock at her home in
At the time of his death he was speenter. At nine o'clock as Dr. Andercial agent of the Hanover Insurance Hohston, Texas. Pneumonia was
son was preparing to leave the house
company with Kentucky and West the cause of death. She was sevhe went to the room again to say
Virginia as his territory. He wits al- entg-two years of age and a native of
goolnight to Mr. Moore if he were so a partner
in the local insurance Chtistian county, and a mister of Mrs.
Jetties 0. Cooper and W. D. Sumawake. He found the young man in agency of Wallace et
Mocre. Ambimets. She left Hopkinsville fortya dying condition. Dr. Woodard was tious,
energetic and thoroughly cap- five years ago. Funeral services
speedily summoued and he and Dr. able his future was rich in
promises, wete held Sunday at Houston.

M

up to the 12th. Several boreal storms

freight, including 20,000 bales of cot- 1903, to Feb. 27, 1906, which was filed it will give way as suddenly as it
ton, were destroyed, together with a in circuit court this morning, ehows came, and the most general and vioa large increase in the receipts of the lent storm conditions of the month
large number of small residences.
A number of firemen and employee clerk's office over the same time for will appear during the storm period

and probably 50,000 people visited Net amount remitted to state
$2,746 26
auditor
the scene during the progrese it the
This report shows a net increase
fire.
over the same time lii 1e03-4 of
Aside from the tremendous loss in- $407.88 in the amount of receipts.
volved in the destruction of property, The vari NIS items show an increase
the fire is a calamity to New Orleans In nearly every instance, they being
mortageti and
In the temporary abatement of the as follows: Deeds 113,
pewers of attorney 32. seals 6, selling
the
Illibusiness
of
export
immense
spiritous, vinous and malt liquors 1,
nois Central, particularly in the stud license 2, bull license 2. The
matter of grain shiptnet.ts.
marriage license show a decrease of
13 and license for retail cigarette
Franchise Sold.
dealers is one lees than before.

makes pale, thin children fat
and chubby.
Overcomes
wasting tendencies and brings
back rosy cheeks and bright
eyes.
It's surprising how quickly
children respond to Scott's
Emulsion. It contains just
the element of nourishment
their little bodies need. They
thrive on it.
Even a few drops in the
baby's bottle have a noticeable effect for good. Nothing
better than Scott's Emulsion
for growing children..

and his claath cuts short what undotibtedly would have been a brilBeet career. He was loyal, sincere,
and noble-hearted and a wide cirele

set in about the 7th., ending in general storms of rain, sleet and snow

with a cold wave need not surprise
minals of the Illinois Central, known is very probable, however, that the anyone from about the 10th io the
attorney for the defense in these 14th. The 15th to tho 18th will bring
as the etuyvesant dock..
Nearly a dozen squares of modern cases will try to have them continued a marked storm period, ending in
wide arse of rain add snow. Another
wharves and freight sheds, two mag- until the June term of court.
The report of County Clerk John March cold wave may be looked for
nificent grain elevators, himdreds of
loaded oars and vast quantities of P. Prowse for the term from Sept. 25, from about the 17th to tho 20th., but

$ 184 50
t midnight more than nine 369 deedsia.500
1:89 mortgages and powers of
squares of the terminals had been
144 50
attorney @500.
82 00
completely destroyed and It seemed 1e4 marriage lieenseee50c
68 seeleee50c
34 00
unlikely that the fire would be
2 licenses spiritous and
vinous
liquorseti$100
200
00
ehec...ed until it zettched Napoleon
11 license epintous, vinous
sceptre, which is a very broad street.
and malt liquors@$150 1,66000
1 license distiller spintous
. During the fire a heavy wind blew
liquors
100 00
and the blaze was of indescribable
4 license billiards, pool, etc 246 00
licence
tell
pill
alley
1
furs, carrying- brands to great die
(double)
100 00
tonnes, driving back the crowds of
3 license stud
85 00
3 license bull
38k)
• eigbtseers. Immense pieces of cor3 license selling playing.
rugated iron, torn from the sides of
cards(Cl. $10
30 00
2 license toot peddlers
10 00
She upper elevator, were carried
1 license retail cigarette
through the air as if they were feathdealer.
10 00
2 lizeuse oil wagons.....
10 00
ers, dropping in every direction, conTax on two suits
1 00
stantly endangering the lives of fire$2.890
80
and spectators.
collection....
144
54
Less
5%
for
was
bright
and
warm
The weather

SCOTT'S EMULSION

over much of the country northward.
From s7th to 29th the temperature
will rise and there will be more rain
and wind, turning to Snow to the
north. Loud out for disastrous floods
during the month. The month will
not bring a maximum ot cold, but
there will be much rain, sleet and
8110W.

LOST-A mole-colored floe dog,
one rib broken; answers name of
Chase. Reward for return to W. L.
Easton, Bell, Ky., or W. R. Cantrill,
city.

•;)

UT PRICES
ON PLOW
This is an oppoatunity soldom offered, and the first to come
will be the first to get pick and choice of these plows at less than it
cost to make them.
The following is a list of plows that we are going to close out at
greatly reduced prices. They are all in first class condition and are
worth more than we are asking for them, but we need the room for
other goods and are going to close them out at once.
Regular CUT
Prices Prices

Appointed Receiver.

Five No.14 Avery Chilled
The Planters Bank ez Trust COM..

9

horse plows

Two No. 14 1-2 Avery Chilled 2 horse plows

pany, of Hopkinsville, has been appointed receiver over the estate of
Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Thoendle, the estate being 230 acres of laud and notes
amounting to about $2,400. The order was filed in tile United States

One No. 4 South Bend Chilled 2 horse plows
Sixteen Ky. B. 0. Steel 2 horse plows
Seven Avery E. 0. Steel 3 horse plows
One Avery New Ground 2 horse plow

clerk's office at Owensboro Friday.

KLEIN-KLEIN.
Announcement has been made of
the forthcoming marriage of Mr. Ben
Klein and Miss Sara Klein, both of

MR. THOMPSON'S WILL. this city.

Eleven Meikle 2 horse cast plows
Five No. 11 Vulcan 2 horse plows
Six No. 11 Vulcan Steel Beam 2 horse plows
Four No. 10 Vulcan Steel Beam 2 horse plows
Twelve Ky. Pony Steel Beam plows

$7.00
$7.50
$8.00
$4.50
11.00
$7.00
$4.50
$7.75
$8.75
$8.50
$2.75

$5.25
$5.65
$4.80
$240
$7.70
$4.20
$2.70
$5.80
$6.55
$6.32
$2.25

The ceremony will take

place in Hopkineville, on Sunday,
( From Monday's Daily)
March 6. at the home of Mr. and
The last will of the late Charles Mrs. Klein. Although
of the same
A. Thompson, dated Dec. 28, 1904, name the
couple are not related.The
was probated today. His entire es- bride-groom-to-be is a widower with
tate is left to the Fidelity Trust and four children. His wife
died in this
Safety Vault Co., of Louisville, in city last July. Miss Klein is tile
trust for his daughter, Mrs. Mamie daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Louis
T. Bassett. He leaves $5,000 to each Klein, of this city.-Clarksville Leafof his grandchildren to be paid to Chronicle.
them on their twetity-first birthday.
In the event of the death of Mrs.
Appointed Constable.

Among the contestants of Sunday,
Feb. 19th, who received honorable Bassett without natural heirs his
John A. White has been appointed
mention were young people of Hop- property Is to revert to his brother,
for the Seventh magisteconstable
Thompson,
of
Texas,
and
his
kinsville, Misses Sarah Cooper and J. J.
and qualified with J. N.
rial
district
Mrs.
Bettie
Mclawaine
and
sisters,
Nora Higgins and Master Logan Ireas iurety.
of
Murphy
Payne,
Maggie
Pembroke.
Mrs.
land.

This cut price only applies to the plows
mentioned above.

Forbes Manfg Co.
Si

ME%
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MOO Rik TREPOFF IS

DOOMED TO DIE

DEATH STALKS IN COUNTY OF TRIGG.

DRFNNER'S

BEGINS I MEETING

Several Prominent Persons
Victims This Week of the
Dread Disease.

l
eCilleY

EVANGELIST BARNES AT
UNION TABERNACLE

(From Saturday's Daily)
The following prominent persons
of Trigg county have died within the
• past few days: Mrs. Sarah Wadliogtou and Mrs. Julia Choate, sisters,
two old ladies who lived together
. about six miles south-east of Cecile,
apd Mr.. Charles A. Wilson, daugh• ter of Mrs. Wadliugton. All three
died in the same house only three or

Discusses Two Plans of Salvation.--Has Had Interesting Career.

Ali
litheys,
urinary ogee.
Also
deems ,irra$11.'
fsa
rillsil
ilasa=ha

Backache

ALSO PURIFIES THE BLOOD.
Don't become discouraged. There is s cure
for you. If nece.aurg
He has spent a lifetime curing Just
such C1+011 as yours. All consul,stioss

Suffered with tidney Trim
Had Pains in His Back.

(From Friday's Daily)
The Rev. George 0. Barnes, for"For some time
merly a Presbyterian minister and
been suffering with
now an independent evangelist last
causing severe ;mina ig
night preached his first sermon in a
was unable to do Aggy
series of meetings he will hold .,t the
I tried many remedial
but without
tabernacle, and was heard by two or
deaths. Mr. A. Book Mitchell died
commenced taltingDr.
three hundred people. Rev. Mr.
of pneumonia at his home, three
NEW MILITARY GOVERNOR OF ST. PETE
ney and Backache
RSBURG.
Barnes is in his seventy-eighth year
miles west of Cadis. He was thirtyGeneral Trepoff, appointed military governor of St. Petersburg
ptunip
t relief and
after
the
mama
outbreak there, is uuiversally despised throughout Russia because
and delivers his sermons seated in a
of his disregard of the
, eight years of age and a highly remonths, have had no
rights of the poorer Masses. He was given hie
present
post
because
he
had
demoostrated
his fitness for it by his swoons at Moscow in oppressing the masses.
aches ind pains andfa
chair near the pulpit. In appearance
spected citizen.
as I could not before.
be
is
strikin
g,
being
considerably
(Cablegram.)
Meanwhile steps will be taken for
My little grandson has
above the average beighth and well
greatly benefited byits
PARIS, Feb. 24.—Reliable infor- the uprising. It is known the NihiThe Sunshine of Spring.
preserved. His hair is gray as is his
• I certainly
The salvo that cures without a marls mation has been received here out- lists have selected Grand Duke Vladyour Kidney and
moustache. His voice is clear and
,DeWitt's Witt* Hazel Salve. Cuts,
am very thankful for the
lining the intentions of the Russian imir as their victim. Governor Gen- resonant and be Is easily
heard in
barns, bolls, bruises and Piles disaperal Trepoff, of St. Petersburg, will
wrought in me. Y
pear before the use of this salve as revolutionist'. A period of relative
any part of the large building. His
follow him, according to the plans,
mow before tbs sunshine of spring.
past history is .interesting. He was
Father of Fmk Long,
calm is expected to Succeed the as- and
Miss H.H. Middleton, Thebes,
then wiR come M. Pobiedonoisets,
Hotel Oxford, Topshaet
the son of a Presbyterian minister
gays: "I waseeriously afflicted with sassination of'Grand Duke Sergius. Procurator of
the Holy Synod. The
Bold
%1 -is fever sore that was very painful. The real crisis
by
Druggi
sts,
50c.
and
and
was
brough
$1. Get Gook Book tad
t up and followed
will come in the czar's turn will
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve cured
not come until after
the Kidneys—ME.
that faith for a number of years unM.14. iteMer, a.
me in less than a week." Get the spring, when the lack of snow and he has signed the constitution,
since til
-genuine. Sold by R. Cl. Hardwioi. foe will permit
he conceived the doctrine which
For Sale by H. C. Hardwick.
it. A serious revolu- his signature
is necessary. In this,
he now preaches. He is a veteran of
tionary movement is impossible now
the revolutionists will be knowing
the Mexican war, and draws a penas a battle is impossible in Manchu- a
procedure similar to that followed
sion, and he has served as a mission.
ria.
in the case of Louis XVI.
(From Saturday's Daily)
ary in India. He says that he hat
Annie Klein has returned
been called by Goo to preach his docfrom Hopkinsville where she has
+44+644+44+++++++++++++++•+++444440
trine in the county seat of each qf
byen visiting Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
++.444+4+4-4
the 119 counties of Kentucky of which
Mieln.—Clarksville Leaf Chronicle.
Christ
ian is the ninety-eighth, and
Ulm Ethel Brown, of Hopkinsthat as soon as this work is bottom.
t tub,is visiting Miss Vera Johnson,
• near this city.—Feirview•Review.
plished he will have finished his
four days apart. Mrs. Elise Redd,
soother sister of Mrs. Wadlington
sad Mrs. Choate, died at the same
place only•few mouths ago. PheuMonis was the came of all the

lc

NotesAboutPeople
asa

Kiss

Don't E wind

IF--

lbs. Thomas Sutton,of Pembroke,
Is'tatting Miss Susie Jones.
• Mr. R.F. Rives of Pembroke vi•
was in the sit) on business
yesterday.
Mr. Jas. Western, of Providence,
Ky., was in the city today enroute to
Zenderson where be has accepted a
position as foreman of planing mill
at that plate.
Mrs. Jai. Nuokolls, of Hopkinsvilla, is visiting relatives in the city.
—Madisonville Hustler.
Ed B. Lindsay, of Elkton, is in the
city on business.
Mr. Geo. Grant and son,of Crofton,
were in the city today.
State Manager J. H. Brewer, of
the Woodmen of the World,is spending the day in the city with membe
rs
of the local camp. He is on his way
to Elkton where he will address a
dietrict meeting of Woodmen Monday night.
Dr. Lou O.Ammerman,of Fraklin,
Tenn., is spending a few days with
her brother Dr. Jas. E. Oldham.
Mrs. T. T. Watson is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Jno. Steel in Clarks
ville.
Max J. Mosyon is out after an attack of grip.
(From Friday's Daily.)
Bdrn, to the wife of Councilman
Joe Twyman this morning, a tenpound daughter.
J. H. Rggleton who has been ill
for several days is better.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Basset
t
and children, of Hopkinsville, were
guests of relatives here this week..
..
....Miss Elizabeth Garnett, of Hopkinsville, is visiting relatives in the
city.
Miss Annie McRae has returned from a visit to relatives in
Flopkinsville.. • Mrs. C. R. Hancock
Waited relatives in Hopkinsville this
week
Miss Nell Cason hae returned to Hopkinevilie after a visit
in the city.—Pembroke Journal.

Agonizing Burns
•

1
1

bubo

liert

His sermon last night was on salvation. According, to his doctrine there
are two forms of salvation, one by
grace and the other justification by
works. He decries the custom of
people going to the mourner's beech
and working themselves into a state
of nervous frenzy, he claiming that

Oh! fairy prism that life bestows
(And breaks too soon, alas!)
Oh! lovely vision that throbs and glows
Through youth's enchanted glass,
Ahl how will it be when the prism falls
And gone is the gold and Plue,
When the cold, cold voice of the real calls
And tho sweet dreams wont come true?

4

We are here to make! harness that will fie
make it out of the bet leather, and you.
will have the satisfaciion of knowing it is
experiment, for we make for the best people in this county.
Now let us call'youlr attention to the fact
that we are selling the

3 Best Makes of Wa

this is one of the wiles of the devil
and that all the time the seeker is
being led further away from God.
He says the only way to seek reli-

Birdsell, Owensboro and Millburn. There
is none sold in this town that are anything
like as good as these three standard makes.

gion is to come to Jesus, for his
death upon the cross is enough to
oveicome any sin and he has said,

Planters Hardware

"Come unto me and I will give you
rest." He says that tho mourners'

We all have visions, we all look through
A prism that fall and beaks;
Alas for the dreams that don't come true
And the souls that light forsakes;
But when Thne's glass shall fall from our
hands
Then the spirits unveiled view
May find lost sights in loftier lands;
If only the dreams come true.

bench is a relic of heathenism. "God
loves the worst sinner in the world,"

Hopkinsille, Ky.

said Mr. Barnes, "even more than
he does his most obedient servant
just as human parents general-

ly love the worst child in the family the best." As to justification by
works, the preacher cited to the case
++++4144++++++++++++-s-c•-•-•++44444-+4++444-4-44-4+
of Rahab, the harlot, who hid the
spies in her house and sent them out
another way. He did not enter as
fully into this branch of the subject
as he did into the first.
Th.3 sermon was very interesting
PARIS, Feb. 26.—The North Sea Commis
sion appointed to inquire and out of the ordinary and the lisinto the facts connected with the firing by
Russian men-of-war on English tener could not help but be impresstrawlers, rendered an opinion today, findin
g that Admiral Rojestrovensky ed.
wee not justifiable In his action. The matter
of indemnity will be fixed.
• esFeb. 24, 1906.

Aith 111-Fitiin H

there is no doubt of the'venerable di.
vine's sincere belief in it himself.

I turn to smile on the eager child
Old pulses throb again;
I know what colors run rich and wild
O'er the blurred, wet window pane;
A rainbow glory floods the air
And jewels the ashen hue;
How many of us like the baby there
Have looked the prism through

-Aux FELA NI +.

A Business Educatior
Will assist you in fightic
the battles of life.

NORTH SEA COMMISSION
RENDERS ITS OPINION.

BookKeeping,

4

Croup
Begins with the symptoms of a corn,non cold; there is chilliness, sneering,sore throat,hot skin, quick pulse,
hoarseness and impeded respiration.
Give frequent small doses of Ballard's Horehound Syrup, (the child
will cry for it) and at the first sign
of a croupy cough, apply frequently
Ballard's Snow Liniment to the
tnroat.
Mrs. A. Vliet, New Castle, Colo.,
The flames soon spread beyond writes, March 19th, 1901: "I think
Ballard's Horehound Syrup a wong
control and many residences were derful remedy and so
pleasant." 26c,
60c and $1.00. Sold by Ray (St Fowler
destroyed.
and h. L. Elgin.
In all nearly one hundred houses
were burned.
Several lives were lost and hunFer Plies, Burns.Sores.
be
dreds of people are homeless.
The conflagration is the greatest
disaster in the history of this region. ler olandmiss *oh. *aro. No *piste*

MILLION MAR FIRE SWEEPS
OVER HOT SPRINGS, ARKANSAS,

Are instantly relieved and perfectly
healed by 13uckleu's Arnica Salve,
C. Riverbark, Jr., of Norfolk, Va.,
writes:"I burnt my knee dreadfully;
(Special to New Era.)
that it blistered all over. Bucklin's
HOT SPRINGS, Ark., Feb. 25.—
Arnica Salve stopped the pain and
healed it without a scar." Also Fire at an early hour this morning
heals all wounds and sores. 26c at Jaused losses estimated at
$1,000,000.
L. L. Elgin's and Ray tic Fowler's,
The fire started in the business disHopkinsville, Ky.
trict, first consuming the Simon
cr.& ir cert.Z.AL
Mendel dry goods establishment,
,
1 1MMil
seasibe

Meases•
of,

mission unless he receives another
call. He will preach at the tabornoels again tonight at 7 o'olook- and
probably during the rest of the week.
People may not accept his faith but

There's not a light in the leaden skies,
The world is wrapped in rain;
The color angel has shut his eyes
And the sun is asleep again.
But Martha by the window stands,
Enraptured eyes of blue
Are traveling fait through fairy lands
A* she looks the prism through.

valued at $46,000, and the Indiana
club,$20,000.

Penmanship.
Business Arithmsti
Spelling.
Shorthand
"
anti

Thoroughly taught by exile
teachers. Write for terms,

LOCKYEAR'S BUSINESS COMM

110WItrs VI Salvo

FOLEYSHONETANITAR

Ry.

Cemetery Woi;t
Monument4s All
at Lowest Priceai
Tombstones Iron Fencing
Marliersqr Until further notice I

found at F A Yost & Co.. South Main Street

Wcollat 11 1324zmv"
-AtS10$14.

•7:x7-177,,
,V5,77.7
,
;

NIG THE Wrifik CONVICTS BURGLAR COMPLETING PLANS

:•

Tbe eontinned favorable weather
(Special to New Bra)
of the past few daye has given fresh
WASHINGTON, Mar. I.—W
Impetus to the work of erecting the
ith
OTIINDICIale P. S.
three new public buildings In this JURY SENDS ED CLADDISH the great bolk of the arrangements
WIEN% DIES.
for the inauguration of
city, viz: the Young Men's Christia
TO PEN.
President
n
Roos
evelt on March 4 completed
association building, the new sehool
the
work today narrowed down
house on West Seventh street and
to wind• Hrought to This the new central fire station on
ing up the final derails. The
hadEast Several Indictments
I have jnst rec ived my New
D is- quarters of
Interment Thur.- Ninth. The work of excavating for
Dress Goods
the Inaugural committee
mIssed.--TIme of Trial of
in
the new shades and weaves.
was a busy scene and Chairman
the foundations of the Y. M. C. A.
et Hopewell.
WilImportant Cases.
son and Secretary Hitchcoc
building is progressing rapidly and
k greeted
SUR Aolean,and
a host of visitors and conferre
already the site has been reduced to
d with
Crepes, ot Mohair
their corps of committee assis
the level of the street over the larger
tants.
.
Wednesday's Daily)
One
of
The
the
first arrivals to-day was
calling of the docket in circuit
portion of the lot. As soon 'as the
Mix Lusterit Bri
ft 8. Rivera, a popular young
lliantines,
level is reached over the entire lot court was completed Tuesday and a band of Sioux Indians, who told
Nashville who bad many
Satist. S lit Luster
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MUCH ENTHUSIASM POLICEMEN LOSE JOBS FOR NOT
CUN TOURNAMENT
KNOWN OF FIRE ON THEIR BERT.

MANIFESTED AT RALLY
OF THE FARMERS

"Give Me My Compass and
Pe-ru-na and I Will Steer
Clear of All'Wrecks."

MAY BE HELD HERE IN
APRIL.

Work of Thoroughly Organizing Christian County
Will Be Pushed.

Were at Hotel When Blaze Was Destroying Bicker's Shoe
Store.—Vacancles on Force Will Be Filled Friday Night.

Would Bring Many Famous
Crack Shots to the
off at 12 o'clock and went to their
City.

(From Tuesday's Daily.)
At a meeting of the city council homes. They said they had not
last night Martin Davis and J. E. heard the alarm and knew nothing
Ricketts were removed from
he of the fire until the: went to the
From Tuesdays Daily.
Elmer E. Shaner, secretary and
The meeting held yesterday at the police force for failing to report and police station.
manager of the Interstate AssociaThey were suspended by Mayor
court house in the interest of the attend the fire which destroyed the
tion of Trap Shooters, has written to
Dark Tobacco Growers' association Bickers' shoe store in the Phoenix Henry for failure to perform their
C. O. Prowse, captain of the local
Was the best attended and probably building on the night of February 6. duty properly, and, at the request
gun club, asking that the association
The morning after the fire it was of members of the oouncll, the susthe most satisfactory in direct reand the gun club give a big tournasults than had yet been held in this brought to the attention of Mayor pension was continued until the offiment in this city on April 26-27.
events-. The interest shown is es- Henry that nothing was seen of the cers requested an investigation. The
The Interstate association is made
pecially gratifying from the fact that officers at the fire which occurred on case was taken up at the special
up of all the leading manufacturers
Christian is the least organised their beat. They were summoned meeting held last night. The officers
of guns, shot, powder, shells, etc., all
pounty in the district and up to this before him and stated that they had stated their side and several witof them being represented in these
time special interest in the move- left pollee headquarters about 11 nesses testified as to their dereliction
tournaments by the crack shots of
anent had not been shown in the o'clock on the night of the fire and of duty in the matter. When the
the world.
Pe-ru-na Known and
western and northern portions of the after patrolling a part of the beat vote was taken on a motion to re-inOnly two Kentucky towns will be
Praised on Land
twenty. Yesterday, however, these had gone to Hotel Latham where state the policemen it was unanimously voted to remove them from visited by this association this seaand Sea.
sections were well represented and they remained until shortly before 12 the
force. W. H. Nixon and Crit son, these two being Owensboio and
several thousand pounds of tobacco o'clock when they returned to the Anderson were appointed to serve
"A sick sailor is •
Hopkinsville. The circuit is already
from there were pledged to the as- headquarters. There they were In- until Friday night when the vacanpretty helpless man. I
completed with the exception of the
have found that "'emus
socintion. The enthusiasm display- formed of the fire and were told that cies will be filled at the regulari
date offered to this city and when will do more to restore
it
was
about
out.
registered
They
ed when telling points were made by
monthly meeting of the council.
;
this is closed no othiTi can get in. one than any other medi• the various speakers was also anothcine I know, and I have
;
The association will hold a shoot at
carried
a couple of bottles on board for titouble and kidney diseases,
er pleasing feature of the meeting.
and have
Augusta, Ga., April 5-6 and come many seasons. Seven years ago Pemba oleo
found it very fine for la grippe. .
It had been expected that Hon. F.
from there here, and from here they cured meet bronchial trouble In a few :" Peruna is always one of the neeetirie
0.Ewing, chairman of the district
weeks and gave me such new life and portant supplies of my
steams:.".-Z.
will go to Owensboro on May 17-18.
nerve force that I certainly believe in Watson.
executive committee, would be prosBesides the various crack shots telling you of it.
a
bottle
of Femme aboard
With
es.and address the meeting but he
"Give me my compass and Parana have a remedy on which
who would be here, Mr. Shaner
they esti
Woo boon ill for some time and was
and I will steer clear of wrecks of all .
Commodore V. N. NaVT.
would be present in person and kinds and
land
in
port
safe
and
well
Mill unable to get out yesterday.
;Commodore Somerville Nichols"
would have charge of affairs. Out- with vessel and men." —Capt. L. T.
Lae United States Navy,In a letlee
tlharfee P. Warfield, of Clarksville,
Carter,
123
10th
Avenue,
Pensacola,
side of the professionals there would
118/ R St., N. W., Washington, D.
general salesman for the farmers' Reports of Officials Are Filed.—Statement of the Master
Florida.
Iii ye:
also be a number of shooters who,
Capt.
E.
A.
Watson,
M.
48
E.,
Commies'oner.—Little of interest Is Doing.
Elizabeth
'association, was present and address•,I unhesitatingly recionstnaell
though listing themselves as ama- street, Ottawa, Out., writes:
Owe 10.11 persons suffering frogs
ed the meeting and answered the
"Peruna
has
my
heartiest
endorse- Ordt."---S. Nicholson.
teurs, always give the professionals
questions put to him regarding matment. If there Is any place that you
If you do not derive prompt and
a close race for the prizes, a number are helpless when
ill it is on board a factory results from the use of
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
one cases which had been referred
ters which were not fully underof which would be offered. Mr. steamer, at sea, miles away from any *rite at once to Dr.
As is usual the opening days of the to him the sum of $88,713
Hartman, giving
stood.
80. He had Shaner
would come supplied with assistance. Sometimes two or three of fell statement of your ease and he
present
term
circuit
court
of
are
my
men
paid
out under orders of the court in
The meeting was called to order
would be sick at one time and bis pleased to give you his
his own traps, tents, score sheets
valuable
by W.W. Radford, clairman of the rather monotonous, the time being these cases the sum of $28,787.67, and all the other paraphernalia seriously cripple the force, but since we vice
„
have learned of the value of Peruna, by
AddressD
gratis.
r.
Hartman, President 00
Christian count> executive commit- employed in calling the docket and leaving a balance on hand subject to necessary for the occasion,
taking a few doses they recuperate very The Hartman
Sanitarium, Cobalt"
quickly.
tee. Mr. Radford paid especial at- entering the motions made by the at- the orders of the court of $9,928.18.
use it for colds, lung Ohio.
torneys
in
various
the
cases.
The
reThe
tention to the conditions existing in
list of names from which the
this county and urged the farmers ports of Magistrates W. T. William- petit juries will be selected follows:
Wet only to join the association them- son, L. 0. Garrott, J. W. Rogers, J. W. G. Teague, Will Marquess, Ed
selves, flat If they bad already done M. Clerk, 11. B. Clark, W. L. Park- Cook, T. D. Gray, William Dollins,
Ibis or did join, to then go to work er, J. R. King and J. F. Dixon were Buckner Leavell, R. C. Chilton, And Big Cun Tournament
industriously to get their neighbors made and ordered to record as were Boone Fuller, J. M. Miles, R.
(Special to New Bra.)
Will Be Held.
resentative Burton, of Ohio, a
W.
to join and thereby help out the also the reports of Circuit Clerk C. Vaughan, Robt. Haddock, H. E.
WASHINGTON,D. C., Feb. ZS.— hard fight put through an
am
*minty committee. Mr. Radford In- R. Clark and City Judge J. Walter King, Ed Forbes, J. W. Bryan,We
bCharles 0. l'rowse, captain of the Washington is excited over a report [bent requiring the use of granite
troduced Chas. E. Barker, who, be- Knight. All money shown in these bar Woodburn, Jordan Barker, Joe
local gun glut, Tuesday night sent a that negroes will attend the inaugu- the constroction or the public Int
ing in close touch with the work reports to be due to the common- Turner, Major Brown, J. G. Hord,
ral ball in large numbers. Negro lug at Cleveland, his home
city. ,
wealth were ordered to be paid to L. A. C. Brent, Joe Buckner, Lee Wit- telegram to Elmer E. Shaner, of
which had been accomplished by the
Pittsburg, Pa., definitely accepting women seen buying gaudy costumes
T. Brasher, trustee of the jury fund ty, Perry Knight
and
F. H.Renshaw.
association, gave an account of what
acknowledged they were preparing
The house sue-committee on InThe report of Douglas Bell, master
C. J. Johnson, a colored lawyer the proposition made by the Interhad been done.
He oho read
the event, iktid it is said that ' t rstate and foreign commerce yeafor
state Association of Trap. Shooters
commissioner, for the term from Sep- who had been
granted license in
eomparative figures of the sales
many tickets have been sold to col- t rdav put E. A. Drake, vice p
for a big gun tournament to be held
tember 26, 1904 to February 27, 1906, Caldwell county,
was sworn ln as a
on the loose floor in Hopkinsville
ored people.
nt of the Panama Railroad Co
in this city April 26 and 27 under the
shows that he collected in the void - member of the bar
this morning.
last year and this showed that
any on the stand, and elicited
auspices of the local club and the asA hilt VI 0,paased today appropri'prices were higher this year by
'formation that supplies had
ing arrangement. He referred to the
sociation. This promises to be one ating a siillicient suin to build
a
about two dollars per hundred, but
urchased by
the
Comm
failure of the Burley association and
of the biggest events of this nature bridge avross the Ctinihe.rland river
Mill prices at the barns were very
I rough the railroad company.
ever held in this state, and a large
stated that their failure was due in a
In Trigg county, Ky.
little advanced. The question of
crowd of both professional and amareearded as a violhtlon of Presi.
large measure to practically one
teur shooters, as well as enthusiasts
prizing and sampling the tobacco as
Here's a Proud Christian
Th. lu•u4e ye.terilay pessei the
nt Roosevelt's letter of Matra
company's, the Continental Tobacco
over this form of sport, are expected
County Papa 83
prescribed by the association seemed
is ii si•pr..i.rtatiou hill. R.•, - t out.
Sonic
company, using their entire crop
to be in attendance.
Years Old.
to be a point which was not fully unwhereas the dark tobacco has numerderstood by a majority of those
P. A,. Knight, of Kelly, who
ous purchasers. He was also enthuwas selected from bystanders
present and Mr. Barker not only exsiastic in regard to the fidelity with
plained this feature at length, but
and put on refit jury Tuesday,
which the members of the associaalso answered numbers of questions
(Special to New Era.)
is the father of a Democrat ontion were sticking to their pledges,
that were put to him. Under the
NEW YORK, Feb. 28,— l'hirteen
ly two days old. Mr. Knight
notwithstanding that in a number of
negroes were killed, and upwards of
association's executive committee
has seen and felt the frosts of
instances they had been offered high
fifty injured, some probably fatally,
.the farmer must have his tobacco
eighty-three winters.
prices. He stated that in Montgomby the collapse of the flooring Of tne
prized, either doing the work himFleet-street Africal Methodist Episery county, Tennessee, that out of a
self or having it done by some repucopal church, in Brooklyn last night.
crop of eight and a half million
Of those killed ten were women, two
table prizing house. Whoever does
associatio
n
will
be
held
in
this city
pounds seven and a half million had
men and one child.
prise this tobacco must take out a
been pledged to the association and in the near future. Iii the meantime
The building was an ancient remsample of eight hands from three
the county committee is hard at
out of this number only three persons
shackle frame stiucture erected sixty
different places, this sample to be
had violated their pledges and two work and by the time the next meet- years ago in the heart of the colored
soot to the sample room in Clarks- of Ibis number
ing is held hope to be able to report section of Brooklyn, in Fleet street,
only three persons
'wile, Tenn.
the county equally as well organized near Myrtle avenue.
violated their pledges and two of
The person who prizes the tobacco,
as any in the district.
these, regretting their action, had renot necessarily the farmer who owns
pudiated the sale and replaced their
Anybody's Race.
it, must then make a binding bond
crops with the executive committee.
with some reputable bonding com(Special to New Era)
It seems that the race for state
Dr. J. D. Clardy was then called
pany or individual as surety, that
LOUISVI
LLE, Feb. 28.—Harry
on for a speech and in a few well senator from this district, including
this sample is a correct one of the
Myer,
a
crack
local player, signed a
chosen and enthusiastic words he the counties of Livi,:agston, Lyon,
hogshead from which it was takea.
contract to play first base during the
urged the farmers present not only Calloway and Trigg, to fill the vacoming season for the Hopkinsville
if it should prove not to be then the
to join the organization but to get cancy caused by the death of sSena- baseball team of the K. I. T. league.
prism is held responsible. The tobacout and work with their neighbors tor J. W. Gilbert, is just anybody's
eo is all the time under the direct orMyer finished the season last year
and friends to get them to join also. says the SmIthland Banner.
ders of the owner and if he so desirwith Hopkinsville. He is a star inAt
present
Dr.
Clardy
was loudly applauded
there are six candidates fielder and a
ed he can have it broken and new
heavy hitter.
Organized In 1865
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ers, as well as renewals, we have decided to make the
The "torch's Missios.
churches, rousing apathetic Christians mothers and brothers and sisters and children were learning the sweet gosBut, lasUy, learn from
ro the work ot
following club offers:
husbands
and
wives,
was
the cause, the pel message. They were being led to these evangellets a lesson
and bringing thousands of sinners to
which ought
chief CaU.40, of the Los Angeles revival. trust in Christ and to give their young to make us one and
all ashamed of OWthe foot of the cross. Australia has her
WeeKb- New Era
The Secret of Ills Success.
lives to him. I said to myself: "Why selves. If th* churches of the Lord
Pentecosts, New Zealand her Penteand Weekly Courier-Journal
The same lesson was taught us by the Is it that we ministers cannot preach Jesus Christ *could join together their
costs,
England
her
Pentecost.,
rock
(Thia offer win
movement led by Campbell Morgan a like that? Why do we not talk in the forces to make a conquest for Christ
one year
ribbed Scotland her Pentecosts. Christpositively expire
year ago. After the great English simple, earnest, stralghtforWard lan- they could win the same triumphs for
for
$I.25 April 1, 1906)
mas Evans' beloved Welsh hills have preacher had left the Pacific coast the guage of these evangelists? They take
the Master year in and year out. The
witnessed such an outpouring of the ministerial union of this city met to for granted that most people in this mightiest
misellon of J. Wilbur ChapWeekly New Era
Holy Spirit as no living man has ever discuss the results of those meetings. Christian land believe in Christ. Their man and his associates Is to unite
and Daily Louisville Herald
seen before. Rough miners and cul- One clergyman after another discussed great and sole purpose seems to be to Christ's forces. They have given us an
tured scholure, old men and children, the causes of that awakening, but no lead people to a decision to give them- object lesson Of the victory that may
one year for
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have been stirred by a mysterious pow- solution was found. I confessed my selves to him. Cannot we, as gospel be won by the united effort of all the
own inability to understand it, for I ministers, do the same?"
denom
er and have turned to the Lord.
had heard Campbell Morgan in the
Weekly New Era
Supposing every fall the CongregaThe Lord's Work a fluidness.
•
Our own dear land is sharing in the
east, when he did not seem to have
But another weighty lesson is pressed tional minister!, and the Baptist minisAnd Home and Farm
blessing. (Ireat tidal waves of revival
any such influence over men. Yet the
our hearts by this series of meet- ters, and the Methodist ministers, and
power have rolled up from Georgia sermons which were powerless there upon
ings. That is this: The Lord's work is the Canapbellite ministers, and the PresGreat tidal waves of revival power were practically the same sermons that
one year, $
a business. It is not a hysteria. It Is byterian mininters, and the Lutheran
have rolled forth from Pennsylvania were fruitful here.
With that the not a few ifoly ejaculations. It Is not inhabiters, and the Reformed ministers
and New York and Colorkido. Great Nestor of the congregational ministers lifting your head above the clouds so would all get together. Then supposWeekly New Era,
tidal waves of revival power are now arose, good old loving Dr. Warren F. that the mists blind your eyes and ing they should say: "Let us join in secTwice-a.Weelt St. Louis Republic
rolling forth from California to the Day. Ile said: "Brethren, you have chill your enthusiasm for practical tions. We will exchange pulpits. We
and Farm Progress
far east. Conquering revivalists every- omitted to state the chief reason of duty on earth. It is not a few spasms will preach for souls, no matter in what
Campbell Morgan's success in Los Au- and a few temporary gospel gymnas- church we preech. We will have our
where. God has harnessed to his gosOne year for $
gelee. It was due to the fact that hun- tics. It is a business-a business which cottage prayer meetings and our noonThree pal 43rs
pel chariots of revival fire an Evan dreds
and thousands of Christians
should study carefully and plan day prayer meetings. We will send our
Roberts, a Chapman, an Ostrom, a Tor- paved the way for his success by weeks we
systematically and press strenuously best men downl into the slums." What
Weekly New Era
rey, a Blederwolf and a Shaeffer, the of earnest prayer. The Christians praywinild happen} Not only would they
with all our faith and energy.
And Richmond,Va.. Times Dispatch
soul winner of little children, and ed in their churches; they prayed in
When these evangelists began their break down sectarian lines, but they
scores of other mighty gospel chargers their cottage prayer meetings; they work, as far as human agency was con- would teach pngregations that the
In this modern work of grace. iruly prayed everywhere!" "Amen," said L cerned they had almost a perfect sys- mightiest busieess on earth is not to
One year, $ s50
God has poured out his Spirit upon all "Dr. Day is right." Campbell Mor- tem of machinery. Dr. R. A. Walton build up a denomination, but to save
gan's revival was due chiefly to the was the advance agent, who taught
They would do just
us Immortal sonl
flesh. Our sons and our daughters are
Weekly New Era
fact that those meetings were lifted up bow to perfect this machinery. First, what Dr. Chit sn and his aesociates
prophesying. Our young men are seeto heaven by thousands of pleading, the meetings were systematically and have done_ Thu would shake the cities
and Daily Nashville American
ing visions. Our old men are dreaming praying Christians. J.
Wilbur Chap- completely advertised; second, all the and the states frotp ceeter to circumdreams. 0 Spirit that inspired the man when he reaches heaven will see
One year for
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workers of a district were gathered to- ference.
Wesleys and Whiteileld and Finney there many saved during this Los An665
One of the moist farseeing acts Dr.
gether under one head. Some went inand Baker and Cartwright and Moody, geles revival. But the old mother in to the choruses. Then other workers Chapman ever did for the adVilecement
Weekly New Era
lead thou us on in this widening gospel Israel, the old Christian elder and dea- were detailed to certain sittings. Ev- of a gospel moVement was to eititn•
and Weekly Nashville American
movement for the redemption of a sin- con, the old Christian church member, ' ery three or four pews had their over- evangelists of different ecclestastr"-will rejoice with him in this harvest. seers
ful world for Christ!
or gospel sentinels. No sooner denominations into a unit for
Christ from his throne will recognize
One year for
was a hand raised for prayer than a spreading of the gospel. Dr. Chapin/XBut, though the revival spirit has aptheir
services.
"You
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wondered," he Christian worker was by that person's is a Preshyterien and Is laboring under
peared in many cities, I do not believe will
say to the evangelists, "why it
the orders of the general assembly or
Its mighty power has yet been demon- was that your words KO moved the sin- 'side to lead him or her to Christ.
Weekly New Era
Then, not satisfied with all this, one the Presbyterian church. Dr. Henry
strated
to
a
greater
degree
anywhere
tier to seek salvation. It was in answer
and Tri-Weekly New York World
night General J. Wilbur Chapman-for Ostrom, his aniociate, is a Methodist.
than in our own beloved city of Los to the prayers of these humble Chrishe is a general of men-marshaled all Tilman Hobson Is a Quaker, Rev. R..
Angeles. Here for the past few weeks tians that the Holy Spirit touched the his forces
One year for SI'
for a grand charge upon the W. Stough Is a Congregationalist, R. A_
we have seen many public buildings at hearts of your hearers so that the good citadels of sin. That night the Chris- Walton belong! to the southern Presthe same hour crowded with anxious seed fell into good ground." Let us tian evangelists and their followers byterian chure -here there were no
WeeKly New Era
uthern chnrches-John
seekers after Jesus Christ. These build- thank God for such prayers.
came from all over the city. Down in- northern and
The Los Angeles revival teaches anand Weekly Cincinnati Enquirer
to the saloons and the places of evil K. Elliott is a utch Reformed minisings were thronged on Sundays. Yes,
other great lesson. The vast number resorts
they went. Everywhere the ter. All secta an fences have been
but they have also been thronged on of people do
not have to be taught who right hand of a Christian brother
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or sis- burned in /heel evangelistic meetings.
week nights. They have also been Christ is. They know enough
about the ter was extended. Everywhere a plead- Why cannot we do the same every year
thronged at 12 o'clock noon, as well as gospel of salvation to he KaVell if they
at 12 o'clock at midnight They have will. They must he led by the power ing voice said to sinners, "Come, we as gospel minisitere? Let us have a forWeekly New Era
want yob for Christ." These valiant ward movement. Yes, but also a unitalso been thronged in the mornings and of the holy Spirit
simply to make a soldiers of the cross did not watt for ed movement for Christ.
and Daily Louisville Post
in the afternoons. Everywhere Chris- stand, to come to a decision,
to do what sinners to come to the gospel banquet.
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tian people have been reconsecrating they know they ought to
eoe
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do. They do They literally followed out the comEvery seetatinn minister wants to
One year for
Wail
their lives to their Saviour. Every- not no.sti to hear sermons
on the auworld, etc.
where, like the ancient PhIlippian jail- theuticity of the Scriptures, the divini- mand of Jesus, which said, "Go ye out hoe in his o n ecclesiastical row,
Into the highways and the hedges and whereas, in fac and in truth, there is
er, anxious men and women have been ty of Christ or the
doctrine of original compel them to come in, that my house but little differe ce in these
Weekly New Era
rows. They
asking the modern Pauls and Sliames, sin. They ere for the greater
part be- may be filled." And come they did. all end in ha Mg their
and Farmers Home Jourrial
sheaves of
"Sirs, what must I do to be saved?" lievers In Christlanit3I. It is
the person- They came by the hundreds and the wheat deposit's
at the foot of the
Everywhere gray haired old folks, al appropriation of these
truths that thousands. The drunkards, the liber- cross. Why cannot we
work hand in
One year for $
New subscribers only
broad chested men and women in the they lack. They love sin
SO much that tines, the outcasts-they came. Oh, how hand with
•
other Christian denominaprime of life and agile limbed, clear they will not come to the
desired de- they longed to come! Can any one who tions? Are
we not all servants of
eyed youths and maidens have been cision. In other words, they
believe, but witnessed that wonderful and inspiring Christ? The
Weekly New Era
Presbyterian differs in
praying for salvation; multitudes have they do not wish to give
up sin. It Is meeting in the Grand Opera house of doctrine froin
and Mr. Bryan's paper The Commoner
the Methodist, the Conadmen in the public meetings, asking not information about Christ
nor expla- Los Angeles Feb. 3, 1905, ever forget gregationalimt
differs in church governprayers for their mothers and fathers, nation of the truths of Christianity
that the revelation?
ment from the Episcopalian, but all
One year for $
their sisters and brothers, their chil- men need. They understand
these I
give the Raffle answer to the question.
An Impressive Spectacle.
dren and their friends.
things already. It is the will that must
The elements seemed to conspire "What must I 40 to be saved?" Every
Neaslisig of the Manifestation.
be
captured.
They
do
not
realize
their
Weekly New Era and
What is the meaning of all this won- danger nor that they must themselves against the effort. When the hours evangelical denoinination points the sinSemi-Monthly Southern Agriculturist
derful manifestation of the Spirit's seek salvation through Christ The ser- drew toward the evening of that won- ner to Christ es the one and only
power? Is there any law not yet dis- mons preached by the evangelists prov- derful night we said to ourselves, "Can source of salvation. Love, gospel love,
we go out into this storm, even to ought to make to all one. Oh, for gosOne year for
covered that governa such movements? ed that fact..
bring sinners to Christ?" The rain pel forces united and welded together!
$1.15
Is It possible that In the spiritual world,
Method, of the .....lists.
then was falling in torrents. All the Oh, that the churches of all the Protesas in the natural world, there Is a close
The city was mapped out into secWeekly New Era
connection between cause and effect? tions. Then the different Protestant batteries of the elements were un- tant denominations might enter into a
Is there anything that we as Individ- churches, irrespective of creed, united limbered. "Crash, crash!" went the concerted and single purposed moveand New 'Torii Tribune Farmer
ment for Christi as was done In this
ual Christie as can do to bring into In one central church of their respec- booming of the thunder. "Zigzag'
operation these life giving showers of tive districts. Thus the rich and the went the lightning. An electric thunder- great gospel calimaign on the Pacific
One year tor
divine grace? Is it possible that if we poor, the educated and uneducated, pas- bolt struck the North Methodist church coast, which his won thousands of
as Christian people continue to obey tors as well as people, had the bread of of Pasadena and set it on fire. The souls for the Master:
I cannot close without an expression
Weekly New Era
God's law we can have a perpetual re- life broken unto them. And how did ears were blocked. Freshets were everyvival of divine grace in our churches these evangelists break the bread of where. After the theaters and places of gratitude to the evangelirts who
and Daily Courier-Journal
and homes every morning, every noon life? They gave their gospel message of amusements were emptied, long aft- have aided us. 4 honor all evangelists.
er most of the great city was asleep, Do we realize how much these evangeland every night?
in the simplest language, first taking it
One year for
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Before paying a grateful tribute to for granted that all men believed in the hundreds of men and women marched ists give up for their work? All the
through the flooded streets, sometimes joys of home life), all the sweet fellowthe great evangelistic leaders who or- divine personality of Jesus. And when
wading above their ankles in water ship with their people that the regular
ganized this Los Angeles revival I the invitat.on was even to come to
F you don't find what you want in this list we will
They marched singing and praising minister enjoys -ithese must all be surwould
acknowledge
with
millet
-re
reverChriat
men
and
women
arose
by
the
be pleased to quote you lowest club prices on any newspaper,
God.
They marched down to the rendered by the evangelist who goes
ence our debt to the inconspicuous scores and often by the hundreds and
magazine er other periodical published in the United States.
haunts of sin. Then, after they had from city to city to arouse and stimuChristians who day by day for months came. ,MinIsterial friends, Christian
collected the Magdalenes and the ho. late the churches. Dr. Walton told me
The Weekly New Era has been enlarged and now contains from
besought God for this season of blew friends, we as a clam; spend too much
man prodigals who had been wallow- that for ten years the only home be
ten to sixteen pages each week brimful of the latest and Most auing. The religious and the secular time in proving that Christ ts rather
ing in the swine troughs of "the fa- had was a trtmk.
Let us honor
: thenti6 news. All important items published in the Daily appear
newspapers have been giving column than that Christ should be accepted. It
country," they started back to one of such men, who devote themselves to the
• also bathe Weekly, thus giving a complete telegraphic as well as
after column of space in recounting is to bring them to public decision for
the largest theaters in the city. There public service.
he church of Christ
what the consecrated exangelists have Christ which men already know they
' local service for thu Weekly Sample copies cheerfully mailed on
in that theater were crowded at leart benefits by their labors, and too often
been doing for Christ. Thousands of ought to make that is the chief work of
request.
4,000 men and women. Many were in It forgets the ha
Me they undergo.
sinners In their meetings have signed the Christian messengers. Hear it, ye
rags. Many faces were scarred and
I want you to pray for God's even
the cards pledging themselves to Christian laborers.
seared with the awful marks of stn. gelists. Pray for them when, tired and
Christ's strength to lead a christian
Men believe in and know enough All, whether outcasts
or rescuers, were fatigued, they gc to their lonely rooms
life. The picture of J. Wilbur Chap- about Christ for salvation if they WI811
anxious about souls-anxious about in a hotel. Pre for Dr. It. A. Torrey
man and Henry Oetroin and W. HI BIP- to be saved. I learn this fact from
their own ki01118 or about the souls of and Mr. Alexand r, far, far away from
der wolf and others have been seattere. all the evangelists, but especially from
ethers. Some curiosity seekers ratty home. Pray fofr these friends, Dr.
broadcast in hundreds of homes. But one, Bev. ('. T. Shaeffer, commonly have
come to that meeting to scoff, but Chapman and his aneoclotes, who are
I am sure I voice their convictions called "the children's evangelist." "oh:' nearly
all before they left prayed as now going up and down the land, who
when I tell you that this great ingath- .aid I, "If I am going to get any benethe poor publican prayed. There were have lately been among us. May their
In-sending remittances DO NOT SEND STAMPS.
ering of souls is not due to their ef- fit from these gospel meetings I niut tears-penite
nt tears-which welled up Joy be the peace that passeth all underforts. They have been merely the in- get a blessing for my children and my from breaking
hearts. Yes, those team standing. May their happiness be gainstruments used of God to reap the children's friends." So I went about were glorious
tears, flowing unbidden ed from the fact that they are winning
harvest which comes primarily from the neighborhood and gathered In about and unchecked.
Four thousand men many, many souls for Christ. God bless
the Holy Spirit's operations. It is the ten little ones. I was father, mother, and women,
many of them criminals, the gospel evangelistic that they may
work of God In answer to the pleading nnrsegiri, companion, all boiled down
gathered together in the midnight hour teach us gladly to do the Father's will.
of Christian men and women who into one for the afternoon. I alone during
the tempest to seek Christ. Did whether it he like Paul In faroff MaceHouma Work is Hard Work without GOLD DUST. spent
night after night in prayer before took the children. I left all the moth- you ever see
or hear the like of it? donia or in our hotna Tarsus, "which
the welcome train brought our beloved ers home, and we. the children and my- Can any
one who witnessed that Is no mean city.",
brethren from their Pittsburg, Birminai eat Meet to boar the ev•naithat's mar.
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need propped up on a roiled up blouse. tering them. However, *lbw' and
lying-ominously still on the trampled Moran sought out Hoang,'whom they
sand.
found as they had left him, bound
"It's Charlie!" exclaimed Moran.
upon the floor of the cabin.
"Where's he hurt?' cried Wilbur to
"Now we have a talk-savvy?" Wilthe group of coolies. "Jim-where's bur told him as he loosed the ropes
Jim? Where's he hurt, Jim?"
about his wrists and ankles. "We got
Jim, the only member of the crew our loot back from you, old man, and
besides Charlie who could understand we got one of your men into the baror speak English, answered:
gain. You woke up the wrong crowd,
"Kal-gingh hint fin' pistol, you' pis- lloang, when you went up against this
By FRANK NORRIS.
tol. Charlie hitu tight plenty. Bitneby, outfit You're in a had way, my friend.
Mother ef "Tbe Octopus.- "The
when he no see, one piecee Kabghing Your junk is wrecked, all your oil and
Pit." Lie.
he come up behine shoot urn Charlie in blubber front the whale is lost, four of
side-savvy?"
your men have run away, one is killed,
Copyright.'Mk by S. S. MoClore Company
"Did he kill him? 18 he dead?"
another one we caught and let go, anplenty
soon.
Him
"No. I tinkum die
other one has been hamstrung,and you
no savvy nuttite now. Him all same yourself are our prisoner, with your
,-- sleep. Plenty soon bimeby him sleep teeth filed down to your gums. Now,"
CHAPTER XI.
for good, I tink."
continued Wilbur, with the profoundThere was little blood to be seen est gravity, "I hope this will be a lesEI.I.,
... exclaimed Wilbur at
length, the excitement of when Wilbur gently unwrapped the son to you. Don't try and get too much
the fight returning upon torn sleeve of a blouse that had been the next time. Just be content with
him. "We have plenty to used as a bandage. Just under the what is yours by right or what you
armpit was the mark of the bullet, a are strong enough to keep, and don't
do yet. Come on, Moran."
It was no longer Moran who took the small puncture already closed, half try to fight white people. Other
flatlet:tee-who was the leader. The hidden under a clot or two of blood. coolies, I don't say. But when you try
brief fight npon the shore had changed The cooly lay quite unconscious, his to get the better of white people you
all that It was Wilbur who was now eyes wide open, drawing a faint, quick are out of your class."
Use master; It was Wilbur who was breath at irregular intervals.
The little beachcomber (he was
"What do you think, mate?" asked scarcely above five feet) rubbed his
aggressive. He had known what it
voice.
Moran
in
a
low
afraid
meant to kill. He was no longer
chafed wrists and fixed Wilbur with
"I think he's got It through the his tiny, twinkling eyes.
of anything- no longer hesitating. He
frowning
in
answered
Wilbur,
lungs,"
"What you do now?"
had felt a sudden quadrupling of all his
distress and perplexity. "Poor old
stt•ength, moral and physical.
"We go home. I'm going to maroon
Charlie!"
All that was strong and virile and
you and your people here on this
down
on
a
knee
and
Moran
went
beach. You deserve that I should let
• brutal in him seemed to harden and
put a finger on the slim, corded wrist. you eat your fists by way of table
; stiffen in the moment after he bad seen
old
ivory.
yellow
as
board, but I'm no such dirt as you.
• the beachcomber collapse limply on the
"Charlie!
"Charlie!" she called.
When out men !eft the schooner they
;.and under that last strong knife blow,
me?
Wake
up,
Here!
Don't
you
know
brought off with them a good share
• and a sense of triumph, of boundless
You're
not
hurt
It's
Moran.
old
chap!
of our provisions. I'll leave them here
: self confidence, leaped within him, so
so very bad, are you?"
for you, and there's plenty of turtle
• that he shouted aloud in a very excess
closed
and
opened
a
Charlie's
eyes
: of exhilaration, and, snatching up a
and abalone to be had for the catchcouple of times.
lug. Some of the American men-of• heavy cutting-in spade that had bece
feebly.
"No can tell," he answered
: dropped in the fight near the burning "Hurt plenty big." Then he began to war, I believe, come down to this bay
• cabin, tossed it high into the air, catchfor target practice twice a year, and
cough.
If we speak any on the way up we'll
: tag it again as It descended, like any
Wilbur drew a sigh of relief. "He's
ask them to call here for castaways.
• exultant savage.
all right!" he exclaimed,
That's what I'll do for you, and that's
: "Come on!" he cried to Moran.
"Yes, I think he's all right," assented
all! If you don't like it you can set
• 'Where are the beachcombers gone?
Moran.
out to march up the coast till you hit
Pan going to get one more before the
"First thing to do now is to get him
a town, but I wouldn't advise sem to
show is over."
aboard the schooner," said Wilbur.
try it. Now, what have you got to
The two passed out of the zone of
"We'll take him right across in the
smoke and reached the other side of
say?"
beachcombers' dory here. By Jove!"
bang was silent. His cue had be: the burning cabin just in time to see he exclaimed on te sudden. "The am• the last of the struggle. The whole bergris! I'd forgotten all about it" come unbound for half its length, and
affair had not taken more than a guar- His heart sank. In the hideous confu- he plaited it anew, winking his eyes
* ter of an hour. In the end the beach- sion of that morning's work all thought thoughtfully.
"Well, what do you say?" said Mo: cambers had been beaten. Four had of the loot had been forgotten. Had
: tied into the waste of sand and sage the battle been for nothing, after all? ran.
"I lose face," answered Hoang at
. that lay back of the shore and had not The moment the beachcombers bad
: been pursued, a fifth had been almost been made aware of the meditated at- length calmly.
"You lose face?
What do you
. hamstrung by one of the Bertha'e tack it would have been an easy mat: coolies and had given himself up, a ter for them to have hidden the amber- mean?"
"I lose face," he insisted, then added:
sixth, equealing and shrieking like a gris-destroyed it even.
' tiger cat, had been made prisoner, and
In two strides Wilbur bad reached "I heap 'shamed. You fightee my China
Wilbur himself had accounted for the the beachcombers' dory and was grop- boy, you catchee me. My boy no mo'
seventh.
ing in the forward cuddy. Then he hab me fo' boss-savvy? I go back.
As Wilbur and Moran came around uttered a great shout of satisfaction. him no nee me. Mebbe all same killee
' the cabin they saw the Bertha Mill- The "stuff- was there, all of it, though me. I lose face-no mo' boss."
"What a herd of wild cattle!" ruut• ner's Chime-lien in a group not far the mass had been cut into quarters,
: from the water's edge, reassembled three parts of it stowed in tea flails, tered Wilbur.
after the fight, panting and bloody, the fourth still reeved up in the ham"There's something in what he says,
some of them bare to the belt, their mock netting.
don't you think, mate?" observed Moweapons still in their bands. Here and
"We've got it'e" be cried to Moran, ran, bringing a braid over each shoul-there was a bandaged arm or head, who bad followed him. "We've got it, der and stroking it, according to her
but their number was complete-or, no, Moran! Over $100,000! We're rich- habit.
was it complete?
"We'll ask .11m about it," decided
rich as boodters, you and I! Oh, it was
"Ought to be one more." said Wil- worth fighting for, after all, wasn't it? Wilbur.
anxiously
hastening
forward.
bur,
But Jim at once confirmed Iloang's
Now we'll get out of here-now we'll
As the two came up the coolies part- cut,for home."
statement. "Oh, Kai-giteaffi kill= no
ed. and Wilbur saw one of them, his
"It's only Charlie I'm thinking good boss, fo' sure," he declared.
"Don't you think, mate," said Moran,
about," answered Moran, hesitating.
"If it wasn't for that we'd be al/ "we'd better take him up to Frisco
right. I don't know whether we did with us? We've had enough fighting
right, after all, in jumping the camp and killing."
So it was arranged that the defeated
here. I wouldn't like to feel that I'd
got Charlie into our quarrel only to beachcomber, the whipped buccaneer,
who had "lost face" and no longer
have him killed."
Wilbur stared at this new Moran in dared look his men in the eye, should
no little amazement. Where was the be taken aboard.
By 4 o'clock next morning Wilbur
reckless, untamed girl of the previous
night who had sworn at him and de- had the hands at work digging the
nounced his niggling misgivings as to sand from around the Bertha Millner's
right and wrong?
"Hob!" he retorted Impatiently,
"Charlie's right enough. And, besides,
I didn't force him to anything. I-we
--that is, we took the same chances. If
I hadn't done for my man there behind
the cabin, he would have done for me.
At all events, we carried our point.
We got the loot. They took it from
us, and we were strong enough to get
' Before Mother's
it back."
friend was Introduced.
Moran merely nodded, as though satThe older the prospective mother he
isfied with his decision, aud added:
the more ditficolt the ordeal through
"Well, what next, mate?"
which she must pass before she experi"We'll get back to the Bertha now
ence, the glory of the maternal state.
and put to sea as soon as we can catch
This was ime before
the tide. I'll send Jim and two of the
other men across in the dory with
Charlie. The rest of us will go around
by the shore. We've got to have a chinchin with floang, if be don't get loose
was introduc ed, but now tangible eviaboard there and fire the boat before
dence in the shape of r ountless mothers
we can get back. I don't propose takof advanced years who have used it
ing these beachcombCrs back to Frisco
with entiie stucess forces us to gladly
with us."
refute the integrity of this statement.
"What will we do with the two prisOld or young, the result is the same.
oners?" she asked.
It is simply indispensable during the
t •
parturient state, and absolutely invalu"Let them go. We've got their •
able at the crucial time
arms."
"We've got it!"
For external massage, easy and
The positions of the two were re- bow. The line by which she was to
simple to apply, wonderful in its effect,
versed. It was Wilbur who assumed be warped off was run out to the ledge
It surely is a living monument to the
control and direction of WI) ^ went for- of the rock, fresh water was taken on,
trum of si/et
astiage, "What's in a
ward, Moran taking his advice and re- provisions for the marooned beachname " We reply, "simply Mother's
lying upme his judgment.
'Friend." $t on. at all druggists. Send
combers were cached upon the beach,
In accordance with Wilbur's orders, the dory was taken aboard, gaskets
lot nook," Mothethood." It is free.
Charlie
was
carried
aboard
the
dory,
Bradfield Regulator 0o.,
were cast off and hatches battened
which, with two Chinamen at the oars, dowu.
ATLANTA. BA.
and the ambergris stowed again into
At high tide, all hands straining upon
, the cuddy, at once set off for thei the warp, the schooner was floated off
I schooner. Wilbur himself cut the and under touch ot the lightest aim
ropes on the two prisoners and bade drew almost imperceptibly away from
them shift for themselves. The rest of the land. They were quite an hour
We promptly °titian U.S. and Foreign
the party returned to the Bertha Mill- crawling out to the heads of the bay,
ner around the wide sweep of the but here the breeggeswas freshening.
beach.
Moran took the wheel, the flying jib
It was only by high noon, under the and staysail were set, the wake began
• flogging of a merciless sun, that the to whiten under the schooner's stern,
entire crew of the little schooner once the forefoot sang, the Pacific opened
Send moles sketch or photo of invention for
more reassembled under the shadow out more and more, and by 12:30 o'clock
treereport on yitentability, Fi,r free book,
How to St,.ure
of her stranded hulk. They were quite Moran put the wheel over and as the
Patents im.1
worn out, and as soon as Charlie was schooner's bow swung to the northward
lifted aboard and the ambergris-or, cried to Wilbur:
• as they spoke of it now, the "loot""Mate, look your last of Magdalena
was safely stowed Iii the cabin, Wil7 bay!"
bur allowed the Chinamen three or
Standing at her side, Wilbur turned
four hours' rest. They had had neither and swept the curve of the coast with
OPPOSITE U.S PATENT OFFICE
breakfast
nor
their
exhausdinner, but
WA SHIN C TON.D.C.
a single glance. The vast, heat scourged
tion was greater than their hunger, hoop of yellow sand, the still, smooth
and in a few moments the entire half shield of indigo water, with its beds of
dozen were stretched out alseep on the kelp, had become insensibly dear to
deck in the shadow of the him. It was all familiar, friendly and
ANDTAB forward
" FOIET3110NET
foresail, raised for the purpose of shed. hospitable. Hardly an acre of that
- &was Ooldso Prevents Pone
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sweep of beach that did not hold Use Yon buy um first chop coffin-savvy?
Impress of his foot. There was the Silver heap much-cost urn big money.
point near by the creek where he and You gib my money to Hop Sing assoMoran first landed to fill the water ciation, topside Ming Yen temple. You
casks and to gather abalones; the creek savvy Hop Sing?"
Itself, where he had snared quail; the
"Yes, yes."
sand spit, with Its whitened whale's
"Tell urn Hop Sing I want funeralbeached
skull, where he and Moran had
four piecee horse. You no fiogettee
the schooner, and there, last of all, that horse?" he added apprehensively.
spot of black over which still hung a
"No, I'll not forget the horses, Charhaze of brown gray smoke, the charred lie. You shall have four."
ruins of the old Portuguese whaling
"Want six piecee band musicianscabin, where they had outfought the China music-heap plenty gong. You
beachcombers.
no flogettee? Two piecee priest, all
For a moment Wilbur and Moran dress um white-savvy? You mutt' buy
looked back without speaking. They urn coffin yo'self. Velly line coffin,
stood on the quarter deck In the shad- heap much silver, an' four piecee horse.
ow of the mainsail, shut oft from the You eatchum 'fireclacker-one, five,
sight of the schooner's crew and for seven bundled flreclacker; make um
the Instant quite alone.
big noise. An''oast pig an' plenty lice
"Well, Moran, it's goodby to the old an' China blandy. Heap fine funeral,
place, isn't it?" said Wilbur at length.
"Yes," she said, her deep voice pitched even deeper than usual. "Mate,
great things have happened there."
"It doesn't look like a place for a
tong row with Chinese pirates, lough,
does it?" he said, but even as he spoke
the words he guessed that that was
not what he meant.
"Oh, what did that amount to?" she
said, with an impatient movement of
her head. "It was there that I first
knew myself and knew that, after all,
you were a man and I was a woman,
and that there was just us-you and I
-in the world, and that you loved me
and I loved you, and that nothing else
was worth thinking of."
Wilbur shut his hand down over hers
as it gripped a spoke of the wheel.
"Moran, I knew that long since," he
said. "Such a month as this has been!
Why. I feel as though I had only begun to live since I began to love you."
"And you do, mate?" she answered.
"You do love me and always will? Oh.
you don't know," she went on, interrupting his answer, "you haven't a
He took Pier itt his arms,
guess, how the last two days have
changed me. Something has happened cost um fifteen bundled doliah. I be
here," and she put both her hands over bury all same mandarin-all same Lither breast. "I'm all different here, tle Pete. You plomise, sure?"
"I promise you, Charlie. You shall
mate. It's all you inside here-all you!
And It hurts, and I'm proud that it have a funeral finer than Little
does hurt. Oh," she cries of a sudden, Pete's."
Charlie nodded his head contentedly,
"I don't know how to love yet, and I
do it very badly, and I can't tell you drawing a breath of satisfaction.
"Binieby Hop Sing send um body
how I feel because I can't even tell it
to myself. But you must be good to back China." He closed his eyes and
me now." The deep voice trembled a lay for a long time, worn out with the
little. "flood to me, mate, and true to effort of speaking, as if asleep. Sudme, mate, because I've only you, and denly be opened his eyes wide. "You
all of me is yours. Mate, be good to no flogettee horse?"
"Four horses. Charlie. I'll rememme and always be kind to me. I'm not
Moran any more. I'm not proud and ber."
He drooped once more, only to rouse
strong and independent, and I don't
minutes
want to he lonely. I want you-I want again at the end of a few
you always with me. I'm just a wom- with:
"First chop coffin, plenty much silan now, dear-just a woman that loves
ver," and again a little later and very
you with a heart she's just found."
Wilbur could find no words to an- feebly, "Six piecee--band music-Chiswer. -There was something so pathetic na music; four piecee-gong-four."
"I promise you, Charlie," said Wiland at the same time so noble in Moran's complete surrender of herself bur.
"Now," answered Charile-"now I
and her dependence upon him, her unquestioned trust in him and his good- die."
And the low caste Cantonese cooly,
ness, that be was suddenly smitten
with awe at the sacredness of the ob- with all the dignity and calmness of a
ligation thus imposed on him. She was Cicero, composed himself for death.
An hour later Wilbur and Moran
his now, to have and to bold, to keep,
though
to protect and to defend-she who was knew that he was dead. Yet,
once so gioeious of her strength, of her , they had never left the hammock, they
savage isolation, her unviolate, pristine could not have told at just what momaidenhood. All words seemed futile ment he died.
Later, on that same afternoon, Wiland Inadequate to him,
from the crow's nest, saw the
She came close to him and put her bur,
and the
hands upon his shoulders and, looking lighthouse on Point Lorna
huge, rambling bulk of the Coronado
him squarely in the eye, said:
"You do love me, mate, and you al- hotel spreading out and along the
beach.
e
ways will?"
It was the outpost of civilization.
"Always, Moran," said Wilbur simply. He took her in his arms, and she They were getting back to the world
ride of the
laid her cheek against his for a n' i- again. Within an hour's
newstnent, then took his head between her hotel were San Diego, railroads,
papers and policemen. Just off the
hands and kissed bum.
Two days passed. The Bertha Mill- hotel, however. Wilbur could discern
tier held steadily to her northward the gleaming white hull of a United
course, Moran keeping her well in to- States man-of-war. With the glass he
ward the land. Wilbur maintained a could make her out to be one of the
lookout frent the crow's nest in the monitors. the Monterey in all probehope of sighting some white cruiser or W HIT.
After advising with Moran It was
battleship on her way south for target
practiee. In the cache of provisions he decided to put in to land, a he report
to
had left for the beachcombers he ball as to the eastaways could be inede
inserted a message, written by lloang. the Monterey and Charlie's body forto the effect that they might expect to varded to his tong in San Francisco.
lit two hours' time the schooner was
be taken off by a United States mani well iii', and Wilbur stood by Moran's
of-war within the month.
his side at the wheel watching and study"loss of face." The Bertha's Chinamen
would have nothing to do with this by'leb• .
"It's a groat winter resort," he told
member of a hostile tong, and the tin-I watt down here with a party
milffieed beachcomber kept almost entirelyi 'to himself, sitting on the fo'- two years ago. Nothing ha* changed.
iestie head all day long, smoking his You soli that big sort of round wing,
mil-yeti-hit and brooding silently to more" till (VII ef windows? TliaT'g
the dinng
i
room. And there's the
himself.
Moran bail taken the lump of am- bathhouse anti the bowling alley, See
bergris revue out Kitchell's old ham. the pimple on the bead) and the girls
mock and had slung the hammock it- in white duck skirts, and loot up there
self in the schooner's waist, and Char- • by the veranda-let me take the glass
lie was made as comfortable as pos- I -yes, there's a tallyho coach. Isn't it
sibie therein. They could do but little queer to get back to this sort of thing
for him, however, and he was taken after Mamialenst bay and the beachfrom time to time with spells of combers?"
Moran spun the wheel without reply
coughing that racked him with a
dreadful agony. At length one noon and gave an order to Jhn to ease off
Just after Moran had taken the sun the foreeheet.
and bad calculated that the Bertha !
'To BE CONTINUED)
was Some eight miles to the southwest
.
— of San Diego she was surprised to
bear Wilbur calling her sharply. She W
ran to Itim and found him standing in
the Waist by Charlie's hammock.
Tbei Chinaman was dying and knew
it. H was talking in a faint and ffee
ble voice sto Wilbur as she came up Are due, to indigestlon. Ninety-nine of every
and was trying to explain to him that one hundred people who have heart trouble
he Was sorry be bad deserted the can remember When It was simple indigesschoont during the scare in the bay. tion. It is a scientific fact that all cases of
y muchee solly," he said. heart disease, not organic, are not only
"Chitia' boy, him heap Raid of leeng traceable to, but are the direct result of inditaken into the stomach
shul. *ben Feng shill no likee, we then gestion. All food
which fails of perfect digestion ferments and
must ge chop-chop. Plenty much $olly swells the stomach, puffing it up against the
I leave um schooner that night. Solly heart. This interferes with the action of
plenty-savvy?"
the heart, and in the course of time that
"Of course we savvy, Charlie," said delicate but vital organ becomes diseased.
Moran. "You weren't afraid when it
Mr. D. Kauble, of Nevada, O.,says: I had stomach
trouble and was in a had state as I had heart trouble
came to fighting,"
with It. I took Kodol Dyspepsia Cure for about four
"I die pletty soon," said Charlie months and It cured me,
Kodol Digests What You Eat
calmly. "You say you gib me fifteen
and relieves the stomach of all nervous
bundled dollah?"
"Yes, yes; that was our promise. strain and the heart of all pressure.
$1.00 Sire holding 24 times the trial
What do you want done with it, Char- Bottles only. sire,
which sells for 50c.
lie?"
Prepared by E. 0. DeWITT & 00.,01410A00.
"I want plenty tine funeral in Chinatown in Kan Planet:leo. Oh, heap fine!
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Sold by R.C Hardwick

OK inYOUA
MIRROR
What would you
give to be rid of
those pimples
and blackheads,
that sallow complexion, those
lustreless eyes?
No doubt you
would give 50
cents to be cured
of constipation,
liver troubles, indigestion and
dyspepsia! Get rid of these
troubles and your complexion
will clear up like an April day
after a shower. Take

Dr.Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin
Mts. Kerr 0. Bella, Isit.
11(141,712
3
me,
writes:"Tor two years I have
led whit biliousness smod by Lash
the Ivor.
had diary spells as Mums,
ogress air beck and • tired, heavy twit
loset or appease sod aarroassosa. Our
pbytIelsa yauserlbed sows liver tablets
eeraileir did ant hely as is Oho least. I
Ap•Illaarls sad other mistral waist", bee
e
Lulea booms more yellow and
".Reading ipso of_ your It
to sive Dv. 011114,11WII 8_
t
an am se glad I did. Oa* both*
for •than ton dollars' weft&et esker
I kiwi. at ono* I had hie rigid rear.
tabbing It for soyoral weskit, whoa
=holt thauplotoly eartd. Ny eida
maw& ea a Itsby• and I teggigtilleme
salWrite,thanks se year
Yaw Massey Meek
If It Don't Deneflt Yee

PEPSIN SYRUP CO"ilontleolle,a.
For Sale by R. C. Hardwick

The Great Business Training
school of Louisville
offers the latest and beat
methods, and the most complete course of study in

p, Shorthand, Typewriting and other branches
pertaininn to a

.HUSINESS EDUCATION.
Able

and experienced teachers.
Sehool open the entire year.
iiudents may enter at any time.
,EGANT CATALOGUE FREE

E. J. WRIGHT, Pres.,
isT. E. Cor. 21 and Walnutj4ts.
PARK
HAIR BALSAM

Cleanses and brarniflee the bath
Prom.. a In turista growth.
Never Pails to Restore Gray
Rate to its Youthrhi Color.
Corea oralp three.. & heir titan.
St,
$L00 at

airy
Mason's
L tters from
E rop‘,
Will Be
f Leading
T
.
Feature
of
lourier=Journal

During 1905
The e will be many other attractive
dep rtments, all going to make a
corn lete newspaper.

Mail Rates
Dal Courier-Journal I year
Dail and Sunday, I year
Wig kly,I year

$8
$1

COI. R1ER-JOURNAL COMPANY
LOUISVILLE, KY.
By a Special Arrangement you can
get the

KEKLYNEW ARA
and the

Weekly Courier-Journal
both one year for only

sa..2z
WEEKLY NEW ERA
and the

Daily Courier-Journal
both one year for only

$S.40
TIM above offers last until April I.
All subecriptions under these corubioatien offers must be sent to
KENTUCKY NEW ERA,
Hopkinsville,

cis Taylor were married last night at I
eight o'clock at the residence of the 1
bride's sister, Mrs. J. C. Williams,
near the Western Kentucky Asylum!
for the Insane. The ceremony was ,
' perforined by Rev. Charles Harris THE T. C. MAY BE RUN TO
MR. CARLOW) AND MISS Nash, of the Baptist church, in the
"MODERN ANANIAS"PREMADISONVILLE
presence of only Mr. Williams' MIYOUNG MARRIED,
SENTED AT PEMBROKE.
mediate family. After the ceremony I
Mr. and Mrs. Kimberlin came to this I
'
city, where they spent the night and
Coal
her Be- left this morning for Owensboro, Route Would Cross the
People of HopkinsvIlle Will Miss Emma Fletc
where they will make their home.
Chris
North
of
s
Field
comes Mrs. Guido
See the Play Saturday
The bride is an attractive and poputian.
Marburg.:
Night.
lar lady, and the groom is a prominent contractor of Owensiee 0.
--wm-s
Spring
It is rumored that the Tennessee
(From Wednesday's I'aily.)
(Special to New Era.)
tral railroad will run into MadiCen
Mr. Will Cargoes and Miss Yule
PEMBROKE, Ky., March 2.—
Notwithetandirig the fact that the
ille in the near future. This road
son
bonds
holy
the
in
joined
echoes of winter winds Imre not yet
PractIcelly tho entire amusement- Young wsre
ow
completed from Nashville to
is n
ony Tuesday evening. The
died away, balmy weather briogs the
loving populace of Pembroke greeted of matrim
e, and it is believed by
kinsvill
Ho
ny was performed at the resithought that spring vegetables are
the Hopkinsville histrions who pre- ceremo
are well posted that it
wle)
iee
par
the bride's parents, Mr. and soon to be on the market again. The
sented "A Modern Ananias" at the dence of
from Hopkiesville to
be
built
wil
rook
Sunnyb
at
Young,
opera house last night, and there is Mrs. John
indications are that, notwithstande,
isouvill running through the
The officiating clergyman was ing the fact that the winter was
not a dissenting voice to the opinion farm.
coal fields in Christian county
Terry
Dr. Wallace Logan Nourse. more severe than for many years
that the entertainment was far and the Rev.
g the I. C. railroad becrossie
and
was beautiful and imaway the most delightful dramatic The service
past, the reeithern markets will soon
Charles and Dawson
St.
twigen
lima
ed
by
was witness
treat our .titizens have ever enjoyed. pressive and
come to the rescue with its early Spiinge in Hopkins county, and runinti
and
s
relative
of
The play was handsomely staged ited number
products of the garden and field. Al- nit:1g through the Richland country
bride is a hand.
and the costumes were beautiful. mate friends The
reaey there are young, crisp radIntl() Madisonville.
ished young lady,
Every member of the cast gave evi- some and accompl
ishes, onions, and a few other Vega.
J4 is known that the Tennessee
is a popular
te
be had. But these are still
of exceptional talent. Indeed and the fortuna groom
to
dence
tables
NEW YORK.
CO,
POWDER
BAKING{
ROYAL
Ce tral railroad company is exceedarid enterprising young business
it was a perfectly balanced company, man.
in tho list of luxuries and the prices
!in ly friendly with the I.C.company
a veritable constellation of "stars."
are away up.
if this line of road was built it
ail
The quaint, droll and thoroughly
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give Madisonville a through
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Kentucky Shoot.
The following announcement of inartistic work of Mr. Eckles in the
Co npeting line to Nashville and put
Mr.
of
friends
leading role, the charming portrayal terest to the many
they
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been received
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exceedi
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and the
and county blossom like a rose.
daughter,
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tion of character parts by Misses
on the committee'would sign the
week of the grand American Handi- ty that narthern capitalists will soon
to
Jean Goldthwalte mid Annie Mcport, however, while all itne Democap this year. Each state entering locate a large canning factory in
Mr. Guido Marburg,
in Since Feb. lat.— Cut This
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e
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WAS BIC SUCCESS TAKE NUPTIAL VOWS

Have your cake, muffins, and tea biscuit home-made. They will be fresher,
cleaner, more tasty and wholesome.
Royal Baking Powder helps the house
wife to produce at home,quickly and economically, fine and tasty cake, the raised
hot-biscuit, puddings, the frosted layercake, crisp cookies, cnillers, crusts and
muffins, with which the ready-made food
found at the bake-shop or grocery does
not compare.
Royal is the greatest of bake-day helps.

CASE OF STEAL NEW SUBSCRIBERS
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*oda' Dyspepsia Care
sioests

S. G. BUCKNER,

NEW SPRING SKIRTS
AND COATS.

Toilci
Soap

Today we make the firstishowing
of New Spring Skirts and La ies Coats.
These garments are made in the newest styles, of the latest fabrics and are

For
All
Purposes!

MADE BY THE CELEBRATED PRINCESS TAILORS
which is a guarantee of corretctness.

ELOPED AND WED,

Skirts range from $5.0*/ to $9.00
Coats range from $10.00 to $15.00
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til early this morning.
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